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11 IntrodutionSoftware engineering is often regarded as a hard disipline ompared to other engi-neering disiplines. Many textbooks explain this by the abstrat nature of the endprodut. Software projets, as any engineering projets, involve also people whomay not possess the same level of tehnial expertise as those diretly involved inthe design and the implementation of the system.For people outside the software engineering �eld it is often di�ult to understandwhat is onretely going on in the development proess. They may not understandwhat makes the ode atually work, or be aware of the possibilities of various teh-nologies. On the other hand, their vision of the end produt an be unrealisti, andthey may expet the developers to build something that is not possible with theurrent knowledge.However, as software generally exists for a purpose based on real human needs, in-volvement of di�erent interest groups and individuals is needed, not least for theirdomain knowledge. As the parties' bakgrounds often are diverse, and the soft-ware produt is initially abstrat, ommuniation beomes a key issue. Developerswith omputing siene bakground tend to favour preise, unambiguous expression,whereas the ustomers may only be used to informal natural language artiulation.In the absene of touh and feel, this inoherene of ommuniation opens up roomfor misunderstanding. This ommuniation gap an retard the whole developmentproess, or lead to software that is not ompatible with the ustomers' or users'expetations or atual needs. Therefore �nding a means of ommuniation that en-ables the developers to interpret the ustomer's often impliit needs, and turn theminto learly expressed requirements is very important. The ommuniation methodmust also be suitable for onveying the requirements to system designers and pro-grammers. The hallenge is to apture the requirements in a way that they anvalidated to math the ustomer's needs. The requirements should also be apturedin suh a detailed and unambiguous manner that allows them to be transferred viasystem design and implementation into a system that still mathes the ustomer'sneeds and wants.In this thesis we study how the use ase tehnique an be used in the requirementsengineering proess to apture system's funtional requirements. We also disusshow use ases an help in bridging the ommuniation gap between the ustomersand the requirements engineers. Furthermore, we explore how use ases ould be



2used as basis for validating the implemented system's ompliane with the ustomer'sneeds and expetations.The rest of the thesis is organised as follows. Setion 2 desribes the requirements en-gineering proess, and the role of requirements engineering in software development.Setion 3 presents the key de�nitions related to use ases, and entral priniplesfor struturing use ases. Setion 4 disusses using use ases as basis for systemvalidation, followed by an example in Setion 5. Setion 6 onludes this thesis.



32 Requirements engineeringEvery software development projet is a fusion omprising of various fators re-shaping over time, suh as a mix of various stakeholders and evolving businessenvironment. The stakeholders represent the various individuals, institutions andorganisations that have some kind of assoiation with the ustomer or the develop-ers.There is also a lot of variety in the role, type and ritiality of the software. Therole of software refers to the purpose of the software in its environment. Softwaremay for example assist in expanding the ustomer's operations to new produt orservie areas. On the other hand, software may be developed to rationalise existing,potentially old fashioned business proesses. The type of software refers to thefashion in whih the software is implemented. Di�erent types of software expandfrom real time distributed systems to an embedded system in an eletroni devie.The ritiality of software refers to the level of importane of a system funtioning asintended all times, and the need for a swift system reovery. The level of ritialityvaries from highly safety-ritial software used for example in hospitals and air tra�ontrol to non-ritial appliations, suh as entertainment and games.The new software might have to be integrated to existing databases and softwarealready in use. On the other hand, some of the funtionalities ould be readilyavailable by aquisition of ommerial-o�-the-shelf (COTS) software. The new ap-pliation might beome part of a produt family and therefore would need to onformto some joint qualities. Commonly it might be a ase of produt evolution, or a aseof building a ompletely new software from the srath. All these multiple ombi-nations of variables add omplexity to the already di�ult problem solving task ofbuilding software.Requirements engineering aims to �nd larity in this omplexity with tehniquesthat help in outlining the spei� ontext and narrowing down the ustomers' massof often vague and impliit needs. In this setion, we �rst go through some keyonepts relating to requirements engineering, and espeially to requirements lassi-�ation, and to the sope of the projet. Subsetion 2.2 disusses the requirementsengineering proess. Stakeholders and their importane to the requirements engi-neering phases are desribed in Subsetion 2.3.



42.1 Key oneptsRequirements engineering is an area that does not only apply methods from soft-ware engineering, but also utilises knowledge and tools from suh �elds as ognitivesiene, psyhology, and business management. In addition to understanding thetehnial aspets of software development, it is important to grasp the related soio-eonomial impats and business dynamis. Part of requirements engineering is thesystem boundary identi�ation. This involves identifying the problem that needs tobe solved by the new system, as well as determining where the system will be plaed[NuE00℄.Often there are many ways to solve the identi�ed problem in the business envi-ronment. The solution may not need to be tehnial, but if it is, it is up to therequirements engineers and the software developers to deide whih tehnial solu-tion �ts best. The best �t is determined by the harateristis and onstraints of theenvironment of use. It is not possible to de�ne the best solution unless one under-stands the ontext of use, the users and other stakeholders, and their relationships.Important related aspets also inlude understanding the deision making proessand people involved, the ustomer's urrent and future business goals, as well as therelated eonomis. The goals and needs derived from the operating environment areformulated into requirements in the requirements engineering proess.The main soure for requirements is the environment where the new system will beloated. The extent to whih the requirements for the new system are stipulatedby the ustomer prior to engaging the development team depends on the projet.Regardless of the moment when the development team's requirements engineersget involved in the requirements proess, it is important that they get a thoroughunderstanding of the environment and the onditions under whih the new systemis expeted to operate. Even though the ustomers may be lear on what they want,this information must be interpreted into a detailed and preise form.In the following subsetion we disuss the requirements and their lassi�ation. Wealso give an overview to the the requirements proess, as well as to stakeholderidenti�ation and management. Before that we de�ne some key onepts, businessdomain, problem domain, and business rule, whih are related to the analysis of theenvironment of the future system.Business domain. Building a system is a deision based on some problem reog-nised in the ustomer's business environment. This environment is denoted as



5the business domain. The business domain demarates the sope of an organi-sation's operations and ompetitive boundaries. The internal stakeholders of abusiness domain inlude the employees, business units, and departments thatare part of the same entity. The business domain also inludes onnetions toexternal stakeholders, suh as suppliers, legislators, and ustomers.Problem domain. Problem domain is that partiular part of the business domainwhere the new system will be plaed. The problem domain delimits the busi-ness domain based on the sope of the problem, and provides more detailedinformation than the business domain about the requirements of the new sys-tem.Business rule. Business rules denote the operative tasks within the problem do-main. Business rules desribe the proesses that take plae in the quotidianbusiness operations of a ompany. Business rules implement the higher levelstrategi plans, and relate, for example, to how the ompany handles ustomerinvoiing, sales or manages prodution.2.2 Requirements lassi�ationA requirement is a general onept that refers to a olletion of information thatdesribes the funtions and the qualities that are expeted from the system un-der onstrution. The requirements are based on real-life needs derived from theorganisation's business environment inluding the stakeholders. There are severalde�nitions for a requirement in the literature. The word seems to refer to almostanything that somehow desribes what a software is expeted to do. In this the-sis the word requirement is used in two ways; �rst, aording to the abstrationlevel and seond, aording to the ontent. Grouping of requirements aordingto their abstration level divides them into user and system requirements [Som06℄.Grouping of requirements aording to their ontent divides them into funtionaland non-funtional requirements, and domain onstraints.The requirement lassi�ation types are used in a somewhat onfusing manner in theliterature. User requirements have for example been used as a term to desribe thefuntional requirements that are based on the user goals, and eliited with help of theuse ases [LeX99℄. The ommon oneption today however is that all requirementsshould initially be determined based on what the ustomer and the users want toaomplish with the use of the software [Co02℄.



62.2.1 User requirementsUser requirements refer to the behaviour and e�ets that the system is expeted tohave in its problem domain. User requirements are a high level desription of theproblem the new system is built to solve. The name `user requirement' is appropriateas they desribe the solution from the user's point of view, with no referene to thenew system [Bra02, Som06℄. In fat, user requirements should be desribed on suha general level that may allow solving the problem even without software.User requirements, along with the problem domain desription, are doumented inthe requirements doument. The requirements doument is an output of the require-ments analysis phase (Subsetion 2.3.3). The purpose of the requirements doumentis to provide the requirements engineers with information about the problem domain,as well as to provide them with the related data to give them basis for onstrutingthe more detailed system requirements.The user requirements an be ategorised to funtional or non-funtional require-ments, depending on whether they desribe expeted software behaviour or quality.The funtional requirements desribe the inputs the system should be able to reatto, and its expeted behaviour in those situations [Som06℄. A viable requirementstehnique espeially for highly interative systems are the use ases, where systemresponses to user inputs an be systematially aptured. The non-funtional require-ments are more ompliated to express. The non-funtional requirements relate tothe quality aspets of the expeted system behaviour, suh as performane, usability,and safety. Domain onstraints are requirements that instead of representing spe-i� user needs may set bounds to some funtionalities or determine how partiularoutput values must be omputed. The ategorisation of the domain onstraints isnot that lear. They ould either be funtional or non-funtional in nature, or leardesign onstraints. Generally, we would rather group them separately as domainonstraints to support traeability and modi�ations in ase of future hanges inthe environment.2.2.2 System requirementsSystem requirements are more detailed desriptions than the user requirements ofwhat the system should do [Som06℄ detailing the system's servies and onstraintsin a preise way. System requirements are an output of the requirements spei�-ation phase (Subsetion 2.3.5). Requirements spei�ation is a step further from



7understanding and analysing the ontext towards designing desired external systembehaviour. System requirements attah the problem solution to the system, andrepresent the external behaviour the requirements engineers have invented based onthe user requirements.The important building bloks at this stage are the inputs and outputs to andfrom the system, and their relationships. The system requirements are howevernot onerned with the internal struture of the system. In the literature the word`spei�ation' is often used both in relation to the requirements spei�ation andthe internal design of the software. The di�erene, though, is that the requirementsspei�ation deals only with the external behaviour taking a blak-box view of thesystem [Bra02℄.2.2.3 Requirements lassi�ation exampleApplying the user and system requirements, and adapting an example from theliterature [Co02℄, we group the requirements aording to their ontext and viinityto the system. This thinking is based on the notion that all software behaviourshould be based on the business and user goals [Co02℄.The primary driving fore for professional software development omes from theustomer's business environment. The ustomer has a problem that needs to besolved, or they want to improve their existing proess. Table 1 presents a top-down perspetive to system goal derivation. The business domain is an operatingenvironment of an imaginary media ompany. Their business is to produe andpublish ontent for a magazine, and their operations are �naned by subsriptionfees and advertising sales. We assume here a situation where their shareholders'expetations for inreasing pro�ts have to be addressed to. The �nane departmentwill look into streamlining the ost struture, but also the advertising sales needto be improved. The sales diretor analyses the sales department's operations, andnoties that there is no systemati way of ontating the ustomers. He imposes anew business rule to the sales people that every ustomer must be ontated on aregular basis, the frequeny depending on their priority as a ustomer.This new rule presents a problem to the sales people. The ustomer base is so largethat it has been di�ult to keep trak of all the ustomers and the times when theyhave last been spoken to. Also, the smaller ustomers are handled by an externaltelesales ompany. That means suh a ustomer has no assigned aount manager,



8Domains and goalsBusiness domain Media ompany Inrease salesStrategy Improve sales e�orts Regular ontats to the ustomersProblem domain Contat all ustomerson monthly, quarterly,or semi-annual basis Get listings of all ustomers that needontating that week (Transition goal)System level Ask the system for theweeks ontats Make a query to the database (user'sperspetive)Table 1: Eah domain is a subset of a wider ontext. The goals of the various subsetsare derived aordingly.but he or she is every time time ontated by a di�erent sales person. The salesdiretor disusses the options with the rest of the management team, and they deidethat a ustomer relationship management system is needed to manage the ustomerdata, and to enable following-up the sales e�orts. The new system would replae theold inonsistent system where ontating the ustomers has been up to the ativityof eah individual sales person.The sales diretor's goal brings the disussion from the general business environmentto the spei� problem area, where a software system ould be onsidered as apotential solution. We all this type of a goal a transition goal, as it hanges thefous from the surrounding environment to the system level. In this example thewide sope of the whole business environment has now been narrowed down to aspei� subset of the sales department problem domain. The sales diretor andhis sales people will beome the soure of spei� user requirements based on theompany's business rules and their individual preferenes. User requirements areturned into system requirements through requirements engineering ativities. Thesystem requirements are attahed to a spei� way of solving the media ompany'sproblem.We �nd that this type of grouping of the projet's domains and goals ould be usefulalso in pratie. It gives an idea of whih level of information is interesting to eah ofthe partiipants of the projet. It also mathes oneptually the software testing V-model where one proeeds from larger system level perspetive to the more detailedode level. This type of grouping ould also give an idea of when to use eah levelof information in the proess yle.



92.3 Requirements engineering proessThe major soure for requirements are the stakeholders that operate within theproblem domain and its surrounding business environment. The requirements onthe other hand are the primary input when determining the behaviour of the system[JBR99℄. Failing to speify the requirements an lead to software that does not dowhat the ustomer wanted it to do or does it ine�iently [WLL01℄. The requirementsengineering proess de�nes a strutured set of ativities that help the stakeholdersand the developers to understand and doument the potentially omplex issuesrelated to system development [Som05℄.2.3.1 Proess objetivesIn industrial software development a proess should be both e�etive and e�ient. Itshould be e�etive in a way that the projets are suessful and ahieve the wantedgoals, and e�ient in a way that the goals are reahed without wasting resoures. Ashared proess model in the ompany failitates ommon understanding of the sub-jet, as well as ommuniation between the stakeholders. The proess model shouldbe designed in a way that supports ontinuous proess development. As tehnologyand business environment evolve ontinuously, managing and adapting to hangeshould also be inorporated into the proess model. The proess model should alsosupport managing the proess itself. One annot determine proess suess or fail-ure unless some metris are applied to provide points of omparison. The proessmodel should also inlude deisions on how to automatise the projet management.It should also be determined how the automation tools will be managed [CKO92℄.The few available empirial studies within software ompanies indiate that therequirements engineering proesses used in ompanies are insu�ient or missing[NSK00℄. This is true espeially in the ompanies whose main business fous isnot in software development. The main de�ieny was the lak of requirementsspei�ation. Later empirial studies indiate that the requirements engineeringproesses that ompanies apply have been improved. However, lak of a systematiproess ontinues to be a major problem in software development [VeE05℄.In a reent survey 48% of the problems in development proesses were found tobe aused by problems in requirements engineering [HBR02℄. However, it was alsofound that many of the problems were not diretly related to the requirementsengineering per se, but to other issues in the ompany. One major issue is inadequate



10ommuniation among the developers. Problems also originated from insu�ientskills and resoures. Even though these issues are part of the general ompanyulture, we feel they are vital to the suess of the projet, and must therefore beaddressed expliitly also in the requirements engineering proess. Projet suessfators inlude �nding skillful projet managers who are empowered and have abroad bakground rather than expertise in a narrow area. A good projet manageralso has good people and ommuniation skills, and the ability to estimate shedulesand priorities [VeE05℄. Not every person is perfet in eah of these aspets, but agood proess model and projet tehniques an help the projet manager to improve.The requirements engineering proess should be hosen aording to the type of theappliation being developed. Other in�uening fators are the ompany's size andulture [Som05℄. When new methods are introdued to improve the proess, oneshould take into aount the reeptivity and experiene of the personnel, as well astheir skills. One should also onsider the time and resoures available. Advanedrequirements engineering praties should not be introdued until a good under-standing and appliation of the basi praties has been aomplished [SoR05℄.2.3.2 Proess phasesCore requirements engineering ativities an be desribed as phases where require-ments are eliited, analysed, spei�ed, doumented, and validated. Communiat-ing, negotiating and agreeing upon the requirements are also important tasks in therequirements engineering proess, as are managing and evolving the requirementsthrough the produt life-yle [Bra02, NuE00, SoR05℄. One should also be preparedto resolve on�its. Con�its an relate to inonsistent or on�iting requirements,or on�iting goals among the stakeholders [LBJ04, MCY99, NuE00℄. Even thoughthese requirements engineering ativities are listed in a partiular order, in pra-tie the phases are interleaved, iterative, and may span the entire software systemsdevelopment yle [NuE00℄.The model in Figure 1 illustrates the requirements engineering ativities as itera-tive steps organised around a spiral [Som06℄. The goal of the proess is to reate asystem requirements doument. In the �gure the proess progresses lokwise start-ing with problem reognition in the business environment at the ustomer's end.The ustomer, the development team, or some onsultant produes the businessrequirements through business analysis. In the feasibility study one analyses theadvantages and disadvantages of various solution alternatives. One the deision



11has been that the solution to the problem will be ahieved through developmentof new software, the atual requirements engineering ativities, eliitation, analysis,spei�ation, and validation, begin.

Figure 1: Requirements Engineering proess [Som06℄.As the requirements have suh an important role in software development, it isimportant to identify possible problems that may our in the requirements engi-neering proess. Without an understanding of what an go wrong in eah proessphase, it is di�ult to improve the performane. In the requirements proess, mostrequirements are derived from the appliation domain. Communiation problemsenountered in the proess onern for example on�iting interpretation of require-ments, and inadequate interation between developers and the ustomer. Also soialand organisational problems in the proess a�et the quality of the requirements.These inlude lak of stability in the development team, poor user partiipation,lak of mutual understanding, lak of trained personnel, and di�erent views of thesystem. Additional problems have arisen due to organisational politis and tehnial



12problems [SEM99℄.Problems in the proess re�et in the outome of the requirements engineering pro-ess, the requirements spei�ation. It may be that the requirements are not dou-mented extensively enough. This implies that the requirements ould be inompleteor missing. The requirements ould also be erroneous and a result of wrong inter-pretation of the goal or the need behind the requirement. Also data expressed inthe requirement ould be inorret. In the ase of missing requirements some of theinformation ould have seemed so self-evident to the requirements engineers thatthey forgot to doument it. Hene, this information will not be transferred to thedesigners and programmers.The requirements ould also be doumented orretly, but still the developer makes awrong interpretation. It is up to the proess designers to minimise the probability ofthese problems. Espeially improving the study of user tasks and early prototypinghave proven to be suessful requirements defet prevention tehniques [LaV01℄.There is a myriad of tehniques available for eah requirements engineering proessphase, inluding various eliitation, spei�ation, modelling and veri�ation andvalidation tehniques. Unfortunately many of the tehniques have not found theirway from the researh ommunity to pratial use in software ompanies.The following proess phase desriptions follow mainly Bray's [Bra02℄ and Som-merville's [Som06℄ work. Both Bray's and Sommerville's books present the require-ments engineering proess in a way that is in line with the ommon pereption inthe requirements engineering literature. In addition, espeially Sommerville's workhas been widely ited. There are variations to the de�nitions in the literature, butthe main tasks that need to take plae in the requirements engineering proess arethe same.2.3.3 EliitationEliitation stands for the phase in the requirements engineering proess where thedevelopers and the ustomers work together to obtain information about the appli-ation domain, the servies that the system should provide, and the system's opera-tional onstraints [Som06℄. The purpose of eliitation is to provide the requirementsengineers with data needed to gain adequate understanding of the ontext inludingrelated business proesses, stakeholders, and problems the new software is expetedto solve. Finding out the goals or problems that need to be solved, failitates iden-



13ti�ation of the system boundaries [NuE00℄. In fat, requirements eliitation shouldbe guided by business onerns and goals [SoR05℄. Eliitation and analysis are ofteninterleaved and yli; as the understanding of the problem domain inreases, morespei� data is needed. Among popular eliitation tehniques are senarios and useases, fous groups, informal modelling [NeL03℄, and throw-away prototypes.Customers express needs and requirements for the new system in various levels ofdetail and preision depending on their familiarity with software engineering. Asthe real-world needs are not that obvious in all ases, the developers must makesure that they ask the right questions and use all possible information soures toensure that they understand the business domain and the role of the new system init. The questions should over information regarding the ustomer's business envi-ronment and goals. The eliited information should also over potential onstraintsrelated to the the projet or the future system. The lient may for example havelegal obligations with regard to data protetion. Also tehnial onstraints must beoutlined. The new system may have to run on existing hardware, or interfaes toexisting own or third party software may be required. Also needed and availablesoftware lienses must be unovered.The person doing the eliitation should have strong interpersonal skills. People in-volved in the projet may have their own personal agendas. Some may be afraid ofthe hange, whereas others may see the projet as an opportunity to enhane theirareer and gain more power within their organisation. This means that the require-ments engineer will fae various attitudes that may bias the eliited information.Output of the eliitation phase omes in various forms of notes regarding the require-ments. They an be in the form of formal tehnial doumentation, notes sribbledon a orner of a paper or reordings of atual usage situations, in pratie in anyform that enhanes understanding issues related to the future system.2.3.4 AnalysisThere are three goals for the development team in the analysis phase: to gainthorough understanding of the problem domain and related problems; to establishthe user requirements as the basis of the future system behaviour; and to produethe desribing doumentation [Bra02℄. Typial approah into gaining understandingof an often large problem area is to break it into a set of subproblems. Dependingon when in the development phase the ustomer deides to involve the requirements



14engineers, the problem area an span from the ustomer's business domain to analready de�ned problem domain. Modelling is an example of a tehnique that helpsin de�ning and analysing the subproblems.Generating models is an important requirements engineering ativity. Models pro-vide an abstrat desription of the subjet of modelling, and serve for example asmeans for ommuniation and validation in the intertwined requirements eliitationand analysis phases. The modelling approahes an be ategorised aording tothe type of information one wants to model. The ategories are organisation mod-elling, data modelling, behavioural modelling, domain modelling, and modelling ofnon-funtional requirements [NuE00℄. Organisation modelling aptures the reasonwhy a system is being developed, the types and amount of data that the system isexpeted to handle, the expeted behaviour of the system, and the ways of using thesystem. Data modelling relates to the data that the system is expeted to handle.Behavioural modelling relates to the expeted behaviour of the new system, inlud-ing the interation with the future users. Domain modelling produes an abstratdesription of the environment where the new system is expeted to operate. Non-funtional requirements are often di�ult to express in a way that is measurable,and there is still ongoing researh on how they should be modelled. There are sev-eral modelling tehniques available, and one should hoose the one that �ts best theproess model, analysis method, and type of appliation in question. The suitabilityof a tehnique for the task at hand is not always obvious. One an base the deisionon the personal experiene gained in previous projets, or on experienes reportedby other requirements engineers within the ompany or researh ommunity.Disussing analysis methods is an extensive subjet. Methods span from stru-tured analysis to objet-oriented analysis. There are also goal-oriented approahesthat are based on the objetives of the business and the stakeholders. The objet-oriented tehniques for example work well when omprising models of the futuresystem's operational environment inluding the stakeholders, work proesses andrelated software systems. The objet-oriented tehniques have been pereived notto address so well the non-funtional requirements relating to ustomer's objetives,and a goal-oriented approah is suggested instead [MCY99℄.2.3.5 Spei�ationSpei�ation refers to the at of inventing system requirements that math the userrequirements desribed in the requirements doument. The output of this phase



15is the requirements spei�ation doument. It ontains a desription of the sys-tem behaviour that will solve the problems de�ned in the analysis phase. Systembehaviour onsists of the inputs to the system, the outputs from the system, andthe relationships between them [Bra02℄. Anything relating to how the behaviour isimplemented is left to the internal design phase later on in the development proess.The spei�ation an be doumented by using three levels of formality: informal,semi-formal, and formal. An informal spei�ation is simply written by using anatural language. This kind of spei�ation is easy to write. A downside is thatnatural language spei�ations often miss struture and may be highly ambiguous.Formal languages are notations and languages whih have their basis in mathemat-is. They are preise, but an be di�ult to grasp for a layperson. Semi-formaltehniques, suh as use ases and task analysis, o�er some struture, but still leaveroom for individual expression [Co97℄. Semi-formal tehniques may also be easierfor a layperson to learn than formal tehniques.Spei�ation is performed by the developers based on the knowledge gained in theeliitation and analysis phases. The purpose is to inform the designers, program-mers, and the testers about what they need to aomplish. On the other hand, thespei�ation is targeted at the lients and the users. They must be able to validatethat the requirements engineers have understood the problem orretly, so that thedevelopers an proeed with the projet.2.3.6 DoumentationDoumentation is one of the key ativities in the requirements engineering pro-ess, and it requires writing the requirements down in suh a way that they areunderstandable to the software developers and other stakeholders [Som05℄. At theustomer's side, the possible stakeholders in a software development projet inludethe management and the people in �nane and operative user level. From the soft-ware ompany's perspetive, important stakeholders are projet management, userinterfae designers, testers, and programmers. They all need di�erent types of infor-mation of the projet to be able to perform their own projet responsibilities, anddi�erent tehniques are needed to desribe all needed views. The business peoplein the ustomer's end may only have need for a general business perspetive of theprojet. They may only want to know the funtions of the new system, and thee�ets it is going to take in the business environment, and have no interest in thedetails of the system behaviour.



16Understanding of what needs to be desribed in the requirements doumentationis gained through analysis of the eliited information. Doumentation is laboriousand time onsuming, albeit neessary. One should prepare in advane for the kindof information that will be needed later in the development proess. The form ofdoumentation may be hosen to support for example traeability of the require-ments throughout the software development projet, reusability of requirements, ortest ase derivation.The knowledge about the problem domain and the requirements for the future sys-tem is learnt through several forms of ommuniation, suh as personal meetings anddoumentation. Deiding what to doument should be a onsious deision, and notevery piee of information need to be doumented. The doumented informationtransfer is aided by models and written desriptions. The abstration level must behosen to meet the needs of the audiene and the status of the development phase.The terminology should stem from the problem domain to enhane the involvementof the domain experts who often represent stakeholders from the ustomer side.2.3.7 ValidationOne di�ulty in the requirements engineering is that it is very muh a ognitiveproess. The outome of the requirements engineering e�orts materialises only laterin the proess when the ompleted ode is exeuted. That implies that most of thedisovery and invention taking plae in requirements engineering has no onretemanifestation. Furthermore, understanding the transferred information is very muhsubjet to individual traits and abilities. The purpose of validation is to derease thisambiguity by applying various tehniques throughout the requirements engineeringproess. The goal is to ensure that the problem domain, the requirements, andthe derived funtionalities have been desribed in an adequate level of detail andabstration, and are understandable and meaningful to the target audiene.The tehniques for requirements validation are the same as in any software relatedvalidation. They inlude, but are not limited to, heks, reviews, logial analysis,use of prototypes, and use ases. The most important aspet is to maintain an openonversation between the stakeholders and apply tehniques for information transferthat are powerful enough in expression and understandable to the relevant parties.



172.4 StakeholdersStakeholders are the key soure of user requirements, and they have a varying degreeof in�uene and interest in the undertaking of building a new system. Missing somegroup of stakeholders will lead to inomplete or defetive requirements. Identifyingthe stakeholders helps to reognise the interfaes between the system and the sur-rounding environment. The more ritial the system, the more important is ativestakeholder partiipation [Bra02℄.Experienes in software projets have given evidene that a ommon onern for thedevelopers is �nding the right stakeholders to disover, speify, and test the require-ments [AlR04℄. It is important for the requirements engineer to understand howpeople interat with eah other, how they pereive and understand the surroundingworld, and how their ations are a�eted by the surrounding environment [NuE00℄.A major question is whih of the stakeholders should be engaged in the projet andwhen. It is also important to reognise whih of the stakeholders are the soures andwhih are the users of information, and in whih projet phases their involvementis needed [AlR04℄. Requirements engineers are very muh involved in many stake-holder related aspets. Those aspets inlude stakeholder reognition, involvementand ommitment; managing stakeholders' expetations and resolving on�its; andrequirements ommuniation and negotiation.2.4.1 Identifying stakeholdersStakeholder identi�ation starts before the projet has o�ially been ommissioned.First steps are taken in the initial onversations between the lient and the devel-oping organisation. This negotiation of ooperation and deision to ooperate ona software projet narrows down the number of potential stakeholders that mightbe worthy of attention. The potential stakeholders to the system are reognisedthrough analysis of the business domain. If a group or an individual has no in-volvement with the business domain, logially they annot be a stakeholder to theproblem domain, whih is a subset of the business domain. Further analysis of theproblem domain further delimits the number of stakeholders that are relevant to thispartiular projet. In system development, we an distinguish between those stake-holders who have �nanial or managerial responsibility in the system prourementproess and those stakeholders who have knowledge related to the atual opera-tive usage of the system [SFG99℄. This distintion is important, as the two groups



18represent di�erent types of in�uene appliable in di�erent development phases.The stakeholder theory has its origins in the area of strategi management, andit expands to all aspets of an organisation. In this thesis we fous only on thestakeholders within the problem domain, regardless of the unquestionable in�uenethat the stakeholders outside the problem domain have on the existene and thesuess of the projet.In stakeholder identi�ation, one should deide upon two things: First, the riteriawhih determine why a ertain group should be onsidered a stakeholder and se-ond, under whih onditions these groups are regarded as stakeholders [MAW97℄.Additionally it should be deided how to prioritise the stakeholders and the relatedrequirements or onstraints. Stakeholder theory is not an exat siene, and thereis no model that would be appliable in all situations. However, there are someguidelines that support stakeholder identi�ation. It is advisable to observe existingpraties, or to study designed future work proesses for any new stakeholder roles[SFG99℄. Iteration between the requirement eliitation and analysis phases shouldprovide the information to allow disovery of these roles. Analysts should be ableto ategorise stakeholders into groups that are diretly involved in the developmentprojet, or are future users of the new system. They should also identify and groupthose stakeholders that are part of the larger business ontext: the deision makers,and those with �nanial or legislative power.One should also avoid making assumptions, but study a whole yle of businessrule ativities to gain thorough understanding of the ontext and related issues.For eah development phase one should plan ahead whih stakeholders are needed.As the software development yle an be long, even years, one must be preparedthat the individuals, various groups, and their priorities will hange over the time.Stakeholders are not only on the lient side; just as important are the roles withinthe development team. It is a duty of the projet manager to manage both.Figure 2 depits how stakeholders an be grouped aording to their immediateviinity to the projet. In this onion model [AlR04℄, eah layer ats as ontextto the inner layer. The loser the stakeholder is to the kit, the more likely theyare a soure for requirements and use ases. The kit refers to the system underonstrution, and the soio-tehnial system refers to the problem domain. Thedotted lines refer to some servie or information that the stakeholder provides orreeives. The stakeholders in the problem domain are potential use ase ators.
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Figure 2: Grouping stakeholders aording to their viinity to the system underdevelopment [AlR04℄.Now we have established that the stakeholders an be ategorised aording totheir viinity to the new system. Stakeholders an also be prioritised aordingto their subjetive weight to the projet. They ould be lustered as primary andseondary stakeholders aording to their in�uene power and importane in gettingthe produt right. In�uene an be soial and material power, whih means theability to ahieve the desired outome. More weight ould also be gained throughlegitimay. That means that the stakeholder in question has something at risk, suhas money or ownership, or has moral or legal laims. Higher priority at a time ouldalso be gained by urgeny, whih means time-sensitivity of the relationship or thelaim [MAW97℄. Critiality and prioritisation are subjetive matters, and dependenton the situation where applied.



202.4.2 Managing stakeholdersManaging stakeholders is an area that requires good interpersonal skills from therequirements engineer. Skilled stakeholders are not only di�ult to disover, butone found, keeping them ommitted is another hallenge. If the individuals donot have any personal gain in the projet, let it be �nanial or soial, it may behard to keep them interested and involved. It is really the art of an skillful projetmanager to ensure there is an adequate ommuniation strategy to keep peopleinformed and involved. This is not an easy task. It helps when one understandswhat motivates people and how they want to win. The projet manager shouldestablish reasonable expetations, manage them, and alloate suh tasks to eahstakeholder that mathes their win-onditions [BoR89℄. A win-situation simply is astate in a person's life when he or she feels satis�ed with the outome; feels like awinner [BoR89℄.Considering the potentially large number of stakeholders, it is likely that di�erenesof opinion will rise. Various groups have di�erent winning onditions. Also, in everyorganisation, there is a lot of politis involved in deision making. Everyone maynot be satis�ed with what they get. The optimal result should however be a balanebetween the stakeholders' win-onditions, to reate an overall win-win-situation.Communiation is a key issue in avoiding and solving stakeholder on�its. Theommuniation gaps between the lient and the developer should be avoided byusing unambiguous tehniques.The suess of the development proess is often determined by how well the needs,the goals and the onstraints absorbed from the stakeholders have been desribedand formulated into requirements. They should be doumented in suh a way thatthey an be formalised and transformed into a working program [JBR99℄. Sinethe ustomers and the end users have suh an important in�uene on the suess ofthe system, the hosen spei�ation tehnique should support ommuniation andapture the requirements in a way that an be validated by the users.



213 Use-ases in requirements engineeringUse ase is the name of a tehnique used for eliitating information about futuresystem behaviour and interation between the user and the system. Use ases analso be used for spei�ation of funtional requirements. Well formulated use asesan also be used for requirements validation throughout the iterative and inrementalrequirements engineering proess. Use ases onsist of alternative ourses of ationthat an take plae while the user attempts to reah his or her goal by using thesystem. The ourses of ation are generally alled senarios, and are inluded inthe use ase desription. In the simplest version of a use ase, there is only a shortnatural language narrative desribing what the user wants to do with the omputersystem. There are also templates available that o�er more strutured and systematiways for desribing use ases. Use ases an be aompanied by various diagramsthat provide the reader with more information of the sope and ontents of theuse ase. Suh diagrams inlude for example UML use ase and ativity diagrams.Alternatively, use ases an be desribed by using some diagram that is suitable forpresenting ontrol-�ow omplemented with textual desriptions of the onepts.Use ases were introdued systematially in the literature in 1992 by Ivar Jaobsonin his book Objet Oriented Software Engineering [Ja92℄. Jaobson's idea was touse the use ases as a tool in objet-oriented software engineering. In his method-ology, use ases desribe the system funtionality as objet lasses that ould beinstantiated and that ould interat with various user groups, or ators as they arealled in the use ase ontext. In his vision, use ases an be applied throughoutthe whole development yle linking the requirements, the implementation and theuser's aeptane [Ja92, JBR99℄.Use ase modelling in requirements engineering inreased in popularity in the latenineties, and it has beome a very popular tool in performing software requirementsanalysis and spei�ation [Fir99, NeL03℄. In addition to having been relatively welladopted in the industry, use ases are also pereived as a relatively simple tool thatan also be aquired by a non-tehnial person.Use ases have many advantages that support their use in requirements engineering.However, they also have well-known problems that should be taken into onsidera-tion in the development proess. One should even be prepared to aknowledge thatin some ases use ases may be found ompletely useless and therefore should notbe applied at all.



223.1 Use ase oneptsAording to the UML 2.0 standard, use ases are a means for speifying required us-ages of a system [Omg06b℄. Alternatively expressed, use ases desribe what happenswhen ators interat with the system [Co06℄. The UML use ase diagram enablesmodelling the system's ators and their relationships, and speifying required usagesof a system. The use ase diagram is one of the three types of diagrams inluded inthe UML 2.0 standard that an be used to model behaviour. The other two are theativity diagram and the state mahine diagram [Omg06a℄. The use ase diagramis however not enough for apturing the requirements of a system. In the standard,the term 'use ase' in fat refers to a use ase type, and the instane of a use aserefers to behaviour that mathes the use ase type. In prinipal, one ould use anyformat best suitable for onveying the use ase's funtionality, details, and �ow ofontrol to the reader [PiP05℄. Typial formats are more or less strutured naturallanguage, ativity diagrams and state mahines.The ore idea of the use ase diagram is still based on Jaobson's initial work on useases. The use ase diagram uses the original notion of ators and use ases. Theators are pitured as 'stik �gures' and denote what exists outside the system. Useases are pitured as ellipses and denote what should be performed by the system[Ja92℄. Initially, the ators were pereived only as humans interating with thesystem, but today the notion has extended also to other systems [Co97℄.Even though the ontents of the use ase diagram are de�ned in the UML standard,there is no similar larity in the industry of the use ase desription format. As we�rst began the proess of writing this thesis, our intention was to present how theuse ase tehnique is applied in pratie and ompare di�erent templates and theirsuitability in the requirements engineering proess. We expeted to �nd artiles thatpresent experienes of projets where the use ase tehnique had been applied, andompare the results. Unfortunately, we ran into trouble quite early in the proess,and instead of disussing and evaluating the forms use ases take in pratie, wehad to settle for envisioning what the fatual ontent of a use ase should be, andwhat kind of aspets should be onsidered when hoosing the presentation format.There are two main reasons why we needed to hange our diretion in this thesis.First, there is no standard use ase desription format available. The UML usease applies only to the UML element and its name. Several approahes that arealled 'use ases' have sprouted due to the lak of a preise and ommonly aeptedde�nition [CoF98℄. Furthermore, there is not even a lear onsensus among the



23authors of what use ases are versus senarios. Artiles that disuss developmentmethods like 'use ase driven development', 'senario-based development' or 'goal-based development' all seem to refer to the type of development proess whihis based on the needs and objetives derived from the environment where the newsystem will be plaed. However, often in the artiles the words senario and use aseare used interhangeably. Espeially the word senario is burdened with di�erentde�nitions varying from a desription of a ourse of events that an take plaein a system to a short desription of the usage of a system. For example AlistairCokburn has found 18 di�erent de�nitions of a use ase varying by purpose, ontent,plurality, or struture [Co97℄. In another artile, senarios where found to varyaording to their form, purpose, ontent, and life yle [WPJ09℄. Even thoughthe latter artile disusses senarios, not use ases, aording to our interpretationthe senarios in the artile are very lose to what we pereive as belonging to thedesription of a use ase, even though not expliitly stated.Semantis of use ase onepts is not the only problem we run into. Another prob-lem is that there is not that muh information available about what use ases usedin projets are like. One of the few artiles that we found, reports with exampleshow use ases and senarios were developed in a major software development projet[MaR05℄. Generally, the surveys on the industry requirements engineering pratiesthat we have ome aross, merely state that use ases are a popular tehnique. Forexample, aording to one survey over 50 perent of the ompanies used use asesin the requirements phase [NeL03℄. However, the ompanies that had partiipatedin the surveys had not spei�ed what their de�nition of a use ase was. In the samesurvey, 51 perent reported use of informal representation. Furthermore, when an-other survey reported of the rarity of a standard appliation of various requirementsspei�ation pratises, and only about one third of the ompanies used natural lan-guage in a ompany wide standard manner [NSK00℄, we draw the onlusion thatindeed there is no general onsensus as of how to desribe use ases.We found support for this assumption as we reently had an opportunity to look atsome requirements spei�ation douments in a large information tehnology om-pany's database. The ompany had aknowledged the importane of requirementsengineering pratises, and apparently had enouraged their employees to apply useases in the requirements spei�ation doumentation. The variability in the sopeand struture of the doumentation was however huge. If use ase templates wereavailable, they were not used onsistently. The quality of the doumentation seemedto be diretly dependent on the skills and enthusiasm of the author. Even though



24the number of viewed douments was too small to give any onlusive evidene ofthe ompany's prevailing requirements praties, we feel this experiene supportedthe ommon view that there is still a lot of room for improvement both in terms ofdeveloping ustomised use ase templates and of improving the skills of the peopleusing them.We believe that one reason for the lak of industry reports on suess of use asesin development proess is due to the fat that espeially larger ompanies take ad-vantage of some ommerial use ase driven development method, whih is eitherliensed or purhased from the developer as part of a larger development and servieontrat. The ompanies owning rights to the method may not wish to publish theirmodels in too muh detail for obvious reasons. It is even less likely that any suhompany would wish to publish ases that have failed. The authors that do publishtheir experienes, are in our view ative members of the requirements engineeringresearh ommunity who often work in projets through their own ompany as in-dependent onsultants. They are in a position where they want to ontribute to thedevelopment of requirements engineering researh, and are also free to publish their�ndings.Our oneptions of use ases are therefore based on artiles presenting work ofprominent researhers and industry pratitioners. The authors' reommendationsof how and when use ases should be used are mainly based on their experienesin software engineering projets, but also on their observations on the requirementsengineering praties in various ompanies. Considering the sarity of empirialresearh in use ases, we feel that following these guidelines is the best option.The de�nitions and thoughts presented in this setion are mainly re�etions on theUML 2.0 standard [Omg06b℄ and Alistair Cokburn's work on use ases [Co97,CoF98, Co01, Co02, Co06℄. We have hosen to base our thinking on his use asedesription, as we have found that his work has been widely aepted and referredto in the literature, for example in [CoL00, KPR03, SeS00, FoS01, RoB98℄. His workon the other hand follows losely Jaobson's initial work.In the following subsetions we will look into the UML use ase diagram and ourviews on desribing use ases. Before that we elaborate on the key use ase elementsators and senarios, as well as de�ne the onept of goal, whih in our view is animportant ingredient of a use ase desription.Ator. Aording to the UML 2.0 standard an ator spei�es a role played by a



25user or any other system that interats with the subjet, the subjet denotingthe system under onstrution, or a lass or a omponent [Omg06b℄. In thisontext we take the 'blak-box' view and onsider the subjet as the system.All ation in the system that is triggered from outside the system should bedesribed as an ator ativity [PiP05℄.In Jaobson's initial de�nition of a use ase, an ator referred to a humanindividual or groups of users of the system [Ja92℄. Today the onept of anator expands from humans to external hardware and software systems. Theators an also be grouped as primary or seondary ators depending on theirrelationship to the system. Primary ators are the system users who requirea servie from the system. Seondary ators are the ators who provide thesystem with some servie [Co97℄. Sine a use ase diagram an also be usedin determining the sope and assignment of responsibilities when designing asystem, subsystem, or omponent [PiP05℄, the ators an also be grouped asinternal and external ators. In this ontext where we only look at the externalbehaviour of the system, we are only interested in external ators.Ators are onsidered to exeute the use ases. However, there are di�erenesin what people show as ators in their diagrams. Some people like to showevery external system or human ator. Some only show the initiator of the usease [FoS01℄, and some both the primary and the seondary ators [KSW01℄.We feel that fousing only on the primary ators keeps the use ase diagramsmuh more simple. It is then lear that the fous is on servies that the newsystem is about to provide the users with.Senario. A senario is a desription of a sequene of ations that an take plaewhile the user interats with the system. The senarios that share a ommongoal are the ontents of a use ase [FoS01℄. A senario desribes the system'sresponses to the ator's inputs. The senarios are started by a triggering event[Co97℄. The main senario desribes the intended suessful ourse of ations,whih is ompleted when the ator's goal is reahed. The alternative senariosdesribe routes that deviate from the main senario. These alternative routesan lead to error states of the system, and hene failure in reahing the ator'sgoal, or o�er an alternative way for reahing the goal.The basi idea of senarios is that they help the requirements engineer in on-sidering the range of possible ourses of events that an take plae within ause ase. The senario is the ore of the use ase, and the advantage of using



26senarios is that they help to deal with what an vary in the ourse of a-tions direted towards reahing the goal [Co97℄. Additionally, senario-basedthinking an help the requirements engineer to expand his or her imagina-tion to be more reative about how to solve the ustomer's problem. Perhapslooking at the solution from a wider perspetive an improve usability or evenperformane. Senarios are widely used in the requirements engineering, butthere is not muh information available about speifying senarios [MaR05℄.Therefore, we �nd it appropriate to look for analogies in the �eld of businessstrategy for further justi�ation and disussion of why senario-based require-ments apturing is bene�ial.In business management senario planning has been a tool for deriving businessstrategies sine the early 1970's [Sh95℄. In the eonomis and the businessstrategy the senarios apture possible ourses on a marolevel or ompanylevel, but some of the basi guidelines ould well be adopted for drafting theinitial setting for use ase senarios. A proess for developing senarios shouldinlude de�ning the sope [Sh95℄. In the senarios related to use ases thesope would be the goal of the use ase, for example 'withdraw money', 'buygoods'. Furthermore, the senarios provide ontext and boundaries for therequirements eliitation, analysis and spei�ation disussions, so that peopledo not stray away from the area of interest [Co06℄.Another important step in outlining a senario is the stakeholder identi�ation[Sh95℄. The stakeholders help to de�ne the breadth of the system [CoF98℄.The stakeholders in the use ase ontext are the primary and seondary ators.For requirements prioritisation purposes, also other stakeholders should beidenti�ed, suh as the deision makers who have partiular interest in thegoals related to the use ases. One should also identify the basi trends andthe rules of interation [Sh95℄. In software development, this ould meanfor example identifying how people want to use their phones, musi players, ordesktop appliations. In some other appliation areas, it ould mean preparingfor the future hange in the legislation that will enfore new ways of using thesystem. In pratise, these steps are interleaved in the requirements eliitationand analysis phases. Both the ators and their goals need to be de�ned, butwhih omes �rst is not that lear. One must aquire information about bothto be able to map future users or their job desriptions to goals [CoF98℄.Goal Goals are objetives and targets that the system should ahieve [Lam01,



27ACD01℄, or the desired end-state of the system [CoL00℄. If the software helpsthe user to aomplish his or her goals, it reates the greatest business value[Co02℄, assuming that the system level goals have been orretly derived fromthe business goals. The abstration level of a goal may span from high-levelstrategi goals to low-level system goals.The use of goals in requirements engineering provides bene�ts for both the us-tomer and the developer. The advantages extend from improving the ommu-niation and requirements identi�ation to providing a riterion to omplete-ness of the requirements spei�ation [Lam01℄. Communiation is improvedwhen the terminology used in requirements engineering is derived from the realworld [ZaJ97℄. Goals are derived from the ustomer's business environment,and hene expressed in onepts that are familiar to the stakeholders. An em-pirial study in the requirements engineering proess improvement has givenevidene that the de�nition of business goals motivates the business manage-ment and enhanes their partiipation in the projet [SoR05℄. Approahingproblems from the business perspetive shows the relevane in a onrete way,and people beome more engaged ompared to when presenting things solelyfrom the tehnial perspetive.Furthermore, the goals provide reasoning why we want to do something [ACD01℄,keeping things understandable for the less tehnial stakeholders. Providingthe rationale for the requirements goals is also a good starting point for atoridenti�ation. As the development goes further, the goals provide a riterionfor evaluating ompleteness of the requirements spei�ation. In the end ofthe development, the implementation is validated against the spei�ation,and the �nal aeptane riteria ould be based on identifying whether thegoals have been reahed.However, there are problems related to the use of goals. First of all, theonept of goal is fuzzy. Furthermore, it is not always easy to identify goals.On organisational level goal derivation requires expertise in business analysisand strategy. The goals derived from the business environment may end upnot re�eting the atual situation, but instead represent an idealisti view.False goal reognition may lead to ine�etive requirements. Additionally, itis not lear how goals ould be formally traked, or assoiated to senarios[RSB98℄.



283.2 Use ase pitfallsUse ases are onsidered to be a simple tehnique whih an be used in projets asthe entire system requirements spei�ation, as part of the system requirements, asan analysis tehnique to eliit user requirements, and as software subsystem-levelrequirements [Lil99℄. However, the simpliity of use ases is somewhat misleading.Many of the use ase related problems stem from the lak of skill and experieneof the people applying the tehnique. When a task seems very simple, it is humanto bungle, and that has been observed to happen in many ases when developmentteams have applied use ases. Typial problems assoiated with use ases are unde-�ned or inonsistent system boundary, omplexity of the use ase model, and writinguse ases that are hard to understand or never ompleted [Lil99℄.De�nition of the system boundary should get attention early in the requirementseliitation and analysis phases. The system boundary de�nition inludes de�ningwhat one means by the 'system'. The boundary de�nition does not only mean beinglear about the abstration level, but also deiding who the system users are. Forexample, for a banking system the online ustomer is a user, but a lient who isontating ustomer servie through a telephone is not. The use ases should bewritten from the user's perspetive, and they should be named from the perspetiveof the ator's goal. Inability to analyse the domain and its business environmentmay lead to misinterpreted goals. Wrong goals, on the other, hand are likely to leadto system behaviour that may not meet the ustomer's needs.The 'user's perspetive' is pointed out in several oasions in the literature. Thereason why one should desribe the system funtionality from the user's perspetiveis that one does not want to get involved in internal system design. One wants tofous on what the system is expeted to do for the user to reah his or her goal, nothow the system works internally to provide the users with servie. One should alsobe areful with the ators and their names. The ator represents a role that a userhas when using the system. A role should our only one and be presented by oneator only.Complexity of the use ase model implies to a number of problems in the use asespei�ation or a desription of a single use ase. Pitfalls inlude reating too manyuse ases, not attahing the use ases to orret goals, and authoring use ases thatare not onsistent in ontents and size. Additionally, there may be too many rela-tionships between the ators and the use ases: An ator may have interation witheah use ase, or a use ase may relate all ators. For redution of the omplexity,



29one should be lear on the ator goals and their de�nition, remove the use ases thatdesribe the system's internal funtions and inlude only those that desribe inter-ation between the user and the system. The size of the use ases an be limited bysplitting them or by using inlude and exlude relationships, and by heking thatthe de�nition of an ator is appropriate.Use ases an be hard to understand if they lak ontext. The use ase desriptionshave also been observed to be hard to understand if they resemble the �ow of aomputer program. If there is a need to desribe omplex branhing and looping,one should onsider other tehniques, suh as deision trees and pseudo ode. If theuse ase desriptions are omplex and inonsistent, they are di�ult for the ustomerto understand. This is a serious problem in the proess, as it is the ustomer's dutyto validate the requirements. The requirements engineers are however responsiblefor ensuring that the ustomers are trained to understand the tehnique used, andthat the ustomers are involved in the requirements proess from the eliitation tothe spei�ation of the user requirements, or even system requirements.Use ases might not get ompleted for two reasons. First, the author of the use asedoes not know when to stop authoring a use ase desription, and seond, use asedesriptions need onstant hanges beause they are linked to system design or userinterfae design. The notion of a goal is a good delimiter for determining when onehas ompleted authoring a use ase. One one has desribed the ations leading toompletion or failure of the ator's goals, the use ase desription is omplete. Ifuse ases do not only desribe key interation, but are oupled to internal designor elements in the user interfae, every time the user interfae or system designhanges, one must also hange the use ase. This not only adds to the workloadof the requirements engineers, but also redues the reusability of the requirementsspei�ation in other projets or in potential future re-design of the user interfae.While attending a software development projet module we personally experienedthat one gets easily arried away in desribing requirements by linking them tothe elements of the user interfae design. We believe linking requirements to theuser interfae is a typial error beginners make while taking their �rst steps indesribing requirements. One should however be aware that the use ases may notget ompleted and requirements frozen unless one manages to avoid the linkage.Loalisation and information hiding are aspets one needs to be aware of when us-ing use ases for system requirements spei�ation [Ber95℄. These aspets relate tousing system requirements as support for reognising potential objet lasses, and



30for establishing the interation and relation between the lasses in objet-orientedsystem development. Loalisation means that an item's loation is limited to a par-tiular area, suggesting that objet lasses ould be found within the boundaries ofindividual use ases. As use ases are generally funtional in nature, developing ob-jet lasses diretly from the use ase imposes a threat of funtional deomposition.Additionally, as objets are not funtions, and funtions are not objets [Ber95℄,use ases do not automatially provide the objet lasses for the internal designer.Deriving objet lasses diretly from the use ases may lead to overlapping lassstruture either in design or implementation.Information hiding refers to the onept of enapsulation where ertain elementsof lass information are made inaessible to other lasses. The problem with useases arises if the information hiding aspet is omitted, and the author of a use asedoes not stay within the blak-box view, but gets involved in designing the internalstruture. In addition to the fat that the design deisions are likely to hangeover time, there is a possibility that use ases get overloaded with details, whihompliates the requirements management.Aording to an optimisti view use ases are all one needs for speifying the re-quirements. It would be wonderful if they were, but unfortunately there appearsto be no one single tehnique that is enough for desribing all qualities related tofuntionality, behaviour, struture, dynamis, and ontrol [Got02a℄. Using severalviews allows presenting the ontext in a muh more versatile way. The ategories formodelling organisation, data, behaviour, domain, and non-funtional requirementspresented in Subsetion 2.3.4 ould for example be used as a guideline for determin-ing the types of information that need to be desribed or modelled, and hoosingthe most suitable tehnique aordingly. The di�erent models and use ase desrip-tions should though be somehow linked. For example the business rules should bepresented separately, and then referened by name and loation of the desriptionwhen used in a use ase desription. Likewise the inputs and outputs, and theirvalue ranges and types ould be desribed somewhere else, and then referened inthe use ase desription [Co98b℄.The hoie of modelling or desription tehnique should be based on the needs ofthe appliation area. Use ases are a suitable requirements spei�ation tehniquefor highly interative systems in business domains like operations, administration,billing, and ordering. On the other hand, for business domains, suh as data queryand analysis, where struture and attributes of the data play a signi�ant role, or for



31business domain suh as logistis, ontrat negotiation, where dynamis, inludingthe allowable states of the proess need to be spei�ed, one should onsider othertehniques [Got02a℄.3.3 Use ase strutureThe ore of a use ase desription in prinipal is about answering to simple questionswho, what, when, and how, and being able to ommuniate them to the relevantstakeholders. The who refers to one or more ators that interat with the system.The what desribes the ator's goal, and how its aomplishment will be determined.The when refers to the timing; what are the prerequisites for the use ase to takeplae, and how one knows when the use ase has been ompleted. Finally, the howdesribes the steps of a senario that need to be taken to aomplish the goal.At the �rst stage of onstruting use ases, the ators are very important. Theators de�ne the sope of the system, and are the soure for the goals that need tobe aommodated. One the goals have been identi�ed, one needs to map them tothe business rules and the people performing the related operative tasks [CoF98℄.How one hooses to desribe the senarios and other related information is up tothe projet's needs, the skills and preferenes of the involved people as well as theorganisation's deision.Revisiting the initial problem setting we have two aspets to the way the require-ments should be desribed. On the one side are the potentially non-tehnial us-tomers who need to be involved in the proess, as they are the owners of invaluabledomain expertise. Furthermore, ultimately they are the most important authorityin deiding whether the new system meets the goals. On the other side are the de-velopers who need omplete and aurate information of the requirements. As thedeveloping organisation also wants to be pro�table, they want to use methods thatallow them to re-use and automatise as muh of the work as possible. In most asesformal expression will be too ompliated for the ustomer side, and not neessarilymastered by all of the developers either. A totally free form on the other hand isnot optimal either. Espeially in large projets there is a need for formats that anbe easily managed. This is a quality not supported by ompletely informal naturallanguage narratives.



323.3.1 UML use ase diagramThe use ase diagram presents a general view of the relationships between the useases. The use ase diagram also gives an overview to the extent of the system,and ould potentially be used for estimating the amount of work needed for thefuntional requirements spei�ation.The UML use ase diagram notation is fully available in the UML standard [Omg06b℄.We present here the ore elements only to the extent that is needed for understand-ing some issues related to onstruting use ase desriptions. The ore elements,as presented in Figure 3, are the ators that interat with the system, a list of useases onneted to the relevant ators, and the relationships between the use ases.
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Figure 3: UML use ase diagramThe standard de�nes the sope of the use ase diagram of the system, but allows thenotation to be used for a subjet whih is de�ned as the system under onstrutionto whih the use ases apply. The ators are entities outside the subjet [Omg06b℄.As suh, one ould onsider the use ase diagram as a kind of a table of ontents ofthe use ase desriptions in the spei�ation.There are four kinds of use ases: The onrete use ases whih an be instantiated,the generalisation use ases whih support reusing use ases, the extension use ases,whih add behaviour to the onrete use ases without hanging them, and theinlusion use ases whih add behaviour to use ases by hanging them [Co02℄.The UML use ase diagram o�ers three types of relationships, extend, inlude, andgeneralisation, for presenting the relationships between use ases in the use ase



33diagram. These relationships denote the one-to-one or one-to-may onnetions thatuse ases an have.�extends�The extending use ase is a use ase that adds behaviour, possibly onditionally,to another use ase, the extended use ase at an extension point [Omg06b℄. Theextend relationship an be used when desribing a variation on normal behaviour.The varying behaviour ould be desribed in a senario, but desribing the varyingbehaviour as a separate extending use ase enables its use in other base use ases.The fork to the extending use ases is signalled with an extension point.The extending use ase may add additional behaviour only at extension points. Ause ase may have many extension points, and an extending use ase may extendone or more of these extension points. The extension points an be indiated onthe line between the use ases on the diagram [FoS01℄. Additional funtionality isextended to a base use ase if spei�ed onditions are met [PiP05℄.In the UML standard a dashed arrow with an open arrowhead shows an extendrelationship. The arrow is direted from the extending use ase to the extended one.In the example in Figure 4 the use ase Open Aount is extended with the extendinguse ase Add joint member. The atual use ase desription of this extending usease would be a senario where in the onjuntion of opening a bank aount thereis an option for adding more members to the aount. Where this adding jointmembers would atually take plae in the base use ase would be marked withextension points in the extended use ase.�inludes�In many appliations there are funtionalities that are repeated in more than oneuse ase. The repeatable behaviour an be desribed in a separate use ase whihan be referred to in other use ases. An inlude relationship in the use ase diagramde�nes that part of the use ase's behaviour is atually de�ned in another use ase.Inlude relationship helps to avoid repetition in the doumentation. One does notneed to opy the same behaviour to several plaes. It also failitates future doumentupdates.In the UML standard a dashed arrow with an open arrowhead shows an inluderelationship. The arrow is direted from the inluding use ase to the use ase thatde�nes the referred behaviour. In the example in Figure 5 there are two exampleuse ases from an online shopping servie. Two important use ases Order itemand Trak pakages require that the user must be logged in. As there is no point
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Open Account
--------------------

Extension points

Add joint 
member

<<extends>>
(extension points)

Figure 4: �extends� relationship [PiP05℄.of repeating the logging-in proess in the two use ases, an inlude relationship ismade from them to a separate Login use ase. Again this failitates produing andmaintaining the doumentation. It also helps to keep the use ases foused.
Order item

Track packages

Login

<<includes>>

<<includes>>Figure 5: �inlude� relationship [PiP05℄.�generalisation�The generalisation relationship is also appliable in other UML modelling onepts.In the ontext of use ases generalisation an be used when one wants to expresssome type of system behaviour without going into detail [Omg06b℄. For exam-ple, in Figure 6 the Verify identity use ase denotes the general high level ase.The Chek fingerprints and the Chek RFID use ases denote two speialised useases. The generalisation relationship is presented as a direted solid line with anempty arrowhead pointed from the speialised use ase to the generalisation. The



35generalisation ould also be applied to the ators. For example the general ase ofan ator ould be a Sta� Member with the speialised ases of a Manager and aTeam Member.The di�erene between the generalisation and the extend relationships is somewhatdi�ult to grasp. Just as the extend relationship, generalisation adds behaviour tothe base use ase. The di�erene is that in the generalisation it is a type of inheri-tane where the attributes of the general base ase apply also in the supplementingspeialised use ase. Generalisation is basially another way of apturing alternativesenarios [FoS01℄. One should be aware though that the speialisation should stilldisuss funtionality, not implementation [PiP05℄.
verify 
identity

Check
fingerprints

Check
RFIDFigure 6: �Generalisation� relationship [PiP05℄.The use ases and the diagram listing them will also evolve as the requirementseliitation and analysis progress. The use ases that start as skeletons, get moremeat around their bones, and maybe get divided as the proess goes on. As thework proeeds the requirements engineers may hoose to use relationships. Thegreat bene�t that the relationships o�er is that generalisation and extend allow ause ase to be split up, and inlude helps to avoid dupliate work. All relationshipssupport reuse of the spei�ation. Furthermore, splitting a use ase makes managingit less ompliated [FoS01℄.3.3.2 Dimensions of a use ase desriptionIn the absene of one single use ase desription template that is appliable through-out the requirements engineering proess, development teams should be prepared touse di�erent templates in di�erent requirements engineering proess phases [Co97℄.



36Eah template should onvey the essential information on that partiular level ofabstration [Lil99℄, and be understandable to the relevant stakeholders.Table 2 lists possible tehniques that an be used to desribe or model use ases.The tehniques inlude interation diagrams, ativity diagrams, state harts, andtextual desriptions [KSW01℄. All tehniques have advantages and disadvantageswhen used for use ase desription. Ativity and state diagrams show the �ow ofevents well. Their downside is that they annot apture assoiations between atorsor use ase relationships. The interation diagram's downside is that it annotexpress all senarios of a use ase, but only one senario per diagram. Textualdesriptions are easy to produe, but their downside is that in pratie they lakstruture, exaerbating requirements management.None of these tehniques is generally appliable in all ases. Rather they ould beused to support eah other. We however believe that use of natural language isneessary at least when use ases are �rst developed. At least for a layperson, itis easier to oneive the idea of the use ase when expressed in natural language.Later on in the requirements engineering proess one should move towards morestrutured and formal expression.Tehniques for desribing use asesTehnique LimitationInteration diagram Can only express one senario, not the whole use aseAtivity diagram Cannot apture assoiation between ators or use ase rela-tionshipsState hart Cannot apture assoiation between ators or use ase rela-tionshipsTextual desription Often lak struture to failitate management and automa-tionTable 2: Tehniques that an be used to desribe use ases [KSW01℄.Sine the main soure for the requirements is the environment where the new systemwill be loated, the form that use ases take in the doumentation must onvey fatsand needs representing that environment. In projets use ases have been observedto vary by purpose, ontents, struture or form [Co97, WPJ09℄, plurality [Co97℄,and life-yle [WPJ09℄.Purpose refers to what one wants to ahieve by using a use ase. Use ases ouldbe utilised merely for eliitation and analysis to gather user stories, or they ould



37be used to build and speify funtional requirements. We have not found enoughproper examples of use ases to be fully onvined of their suitability for system re-quirements spei�ation, but at least for user requirements spei�ation they appearto work well.Content refers to the substane of a use ase and the way it is presented. Contentinludes ensuring that use ases are authored in a onsistent way and they deal withthe same level of abstration. The ontent of a use ase also refers to whether onedesribes a normal or an exeptional ase of behaviour.Struture of a use ase an be unstrutured, semi-formal, or formal. Unstrutured,or informal use ase, is omposed with natural language, has no internal struture,and laks mathematial basis. Additionally, use ases that lak struture an beambiguous and prone to errors of logi [CPS01℄. Formal desription methods arebased on mathematial notation and languages, and allow preise expression. Thereare numerous variations available of formal methods, but their downside is thatthey are di�ult for a layperson to understand. Use of a semi-formal language ina semi-formal struture is the third alternative. Semi-formal struture leaves spaefor people to express themselves with natural language, but provides struture toenable utilisation of some requirements management tools [Co02℄. The form of ause ase refers to the type of presentation format. The form an be either stati,animated, or interative [WPJ09℄.Plurality refers to the number of senarios within a use ase. A use ase ould bejust another name for a single senario, or there ould be multiple senarios withina use ase.Life-yle represents the use ase's existene and development over time. Life-yleinludes aspets like tehnial handling, evolution, traeability issues, and use of ause ase as basis for test ases. Our opinion is that in professional software devel-opment, it is of utmost importane to onsider the life-yle of requirements, andbe prepared to author use ases that an be re-used in other projets or later on inthe projet. The more need there is for reuse, the more rigorously one should payattention to the preiseness of the details and form, as well as the traeability andmanagement of the use ases. A typial problem in requirements engineering how-ever is that the requirements keep hanging even towards the end of the developmentproess. This imposes a hallenge to requirements management. Updating require-ments and related models and diagrams is laborious as the requirements evolve andhange. One needs a really good management tool to keep trak of the e�ets of



38hange in a use ase on other use ases, and in the doumentation reated for otherabstration levels. We believe that linking the requirements, and in this ase theuse ase, to business goals may help managing them.3.3.3 Use ase building bloksWe start onstruting a use ase by using the use ase dimensions as our guideline.We �rst onsider the purpose of the use ase. In a real projet we �rst developunderstanding of the environment and the stakeholders by using tehniques suit-able for modelling ontext. One we have developed basi understanding of theproblem we would start using use ases and senarios. We work together with therelevant stakeholders to develop the �rst initial short desriptions to eliit more re-quirements and keep the disussions foused. As the proess goes on we use useases to failitate identi�ation of further requirements, and elaborate use ases to afull spei�ation with needed attahments. This approah is desribed in [MaR05℄,and in the authors' experiene the approah enables full partiipation of the non-tehnial domain experts in the projet. In our opinion the greatest bene�t of thisapproah is that the requirements and senarios get ontinuously validated both bythe ustomer and the developer. Furthermore, ontinuous dialogue promotes mu-tual understanding of the problem domain and the requirements. In this thesis wehowever omit the proess of atually reating senarios and fous on the elementsthat a use ase desription used for doumenting user requirements should ontain.The use ase desription we present here is adapted from Cokburn's use ase tem-plate and samplers [Co98a, Co98b℄. The template is not his latest one, nor arewe laiming that it is the best template ever published. However, in our view itpresents important aspets onsistently, and aids in onsidering the use ase on-tents from a rather wide perspetive. The use ase dimensions we apply in the usease desription template are listed in Table 3.We look at the use ase template from the perspetive of using it for the purposeof speifying user requirements. The ontent of the use ase inludes desribingboth main senarios and senarios of alternative �ows of events. The strutureof the use ase will be semi-strutured, ontents presented in onsistent prose ina stati form. An alternative to onsistent prose would be to utilise some formalgrammar to de�ne the semanti struture and the grammatial funtions of thelanguage [RoB98℄. Use of grammars no doubt enhanes the oherene of use asesand allows use of automated heks of onsisteny. We however believe that without



39Use ase dimensionsPurpose Speify user requirementsContents Consistent proseStruture, Form Semi-formal, statiPlurality Multiple senariosLife-yle First versionTable 3: Our hoie of use ase dimensions for the use ase desription template.an authoring tool that guides the author along the way, use of grammar is not thateasy to set up in an organisation. Additionally there the training and setup overheadmay be turn out to be high.As for the plurality of the use ase template, we assume that a use ase onsists ofmultiple senarios. The use ase senarios onsist of the main senario and possiblealternative senarios. The desription follows a predetermined semi-formal struturewhih is the same for all use ases. The possible values of the life-yle dimensionare not learly de�ned in [WPJ09℄. We however take the approah that this is the�rst version of the full use ase desription.We also assume here that the ators, the system boundary, and the goals have beenidenti�ed and determined in the interleaving eliitation and analysis phases. Wealso assume that there are initial senarios of usage situations available, and fousonly on what a use ase spei�ation ould be like. We only present a 'normal'use ase that desribes what a system should do. Misuse ases are an interestingaddition to use ases, that ould be worth onsidering. Misuse ases are use asesthat desribe behaviour that is a threat to normal use ases [PaX05℄. Earlier it hasbeen advised that use ases should only desribe what the system will do, not whatthe system will not do [RoB98℄. Nowadays misuse ases have however beome atopi for researh espeially in safety-ritial appliation areas [PaX05℄, and ouldin our opinion well be inorporated in the use ase spei�ation.The use ase desription onsists all together of six setions, divided into three mainsetions and three optional setions. Table 4 presents the three main setions andtheir respetive elements: Charateristis information, main suess senario, andalternative senarios. The three optional setions, related information, open issues,and general issues, and their respetive elements are presented in Table 5.Main setions of a use ase desription templateThe harateristis information onsists of elements that support identi�ation of



40the use ase, portray the ontext and level of abstration, and the onditions neededfor the events of the use ase to take plae. The identi�ation number of the usease failitates use ase traeability. In our opinion the identi�ation number shouldnot be based on the struture of the doument, suh as subsetion numbering, butbe an individual referene ode that stays the same even when the doument ishanged. Desriptive use ase names enhane readability and support browsing thedoument, and it is reommendable to use short ative verb phrases that rystallisethe desribed ation [RoB98℄.The goal in ontext -element provides a plae for a longer statement of the ator'sgoal. The sope refers to the abstration level of the use ase; the extent of thesystem being onsidered as the blak-box under design. The sope an vary from ahigh level organisational view to the system's role in its environment to a low levelview presenting the interation between the user and the system. Level refers to thesope of the use ase desription, whether it is providing a higher level summaryview to behaviour, or desribing a primary task of a use ase or its subfuntion.The preondition of a use ase is a onstraint that must be true before the eventsdesribed in a senario of a use ase an be instantiated [Win05℄. The preonditionrefers to what we expet the system state to be before the events in a use ase antake plae. Alternatively in a use ase on a higher abstration level, the preonditionan refer to readiness of the user to engage himself or herself with the system tostart interation. The postondition is a onstraint that must be true when a usease has ended [Win05℄. The postondition de�nes the expeted system state afterthe use ase has been suessfully ompleted, or after the goal has been abandoned[Co97℄. On a higher abstration level, the postondition de�nes the state of a�airsin the problem domain or business environment after the ompletion of the use ase.The primary ator refers to the role of the user who has the goal and triggers theuse ase. The trigger is the event that starts the use ase. In interative systems,the triggering event is something that the ator does via the user interfae to launhthe events of the senario.The use ase desription should over all steps from the triggering event to thesatisfation or failure of the goal. The basi �ow of the main suess senariodesribes the most ommon and non-erroneous way for the ator to reah his orher goal. The alternative �ow setion ontains all senarios that desribe devianesfrom the main senario, inluding alternative �ows of events and error senarios[Win05℄. Cokburn names this setion as extensions in [Co98a℄, but in our opinionthat name is somewhat onfusing, as it is not lear whether it refers to the UML



41extends-relationship or the alternative senario.All senarios should be written in ustomer's terminology from the user's per-spetive. Diret word order is reommendable. UML relationships inludes andextends will be used for some use ases, and the extension points should be addedwhere appliable. One should also �nd a way, for example by use of hyperlinks, torefer to subfuntions desribed in other use ases and link the nouns representingsystem inputs and outputs to the glossary, and to the data model. Without linkageit is di�ult to know whih other douments or use ases need to be updated whena use ase hanges.USE CASE DESCRIPTION - main setions1. Charateristis informationUse ase id and name Desribing name as a short ative verb phraseGoal in ontext Desription of the user's goalSope Abstration levelLevel Sope of ativityPreondition Constraint that must be true before use ase an beinstantiatedPostondition Constraint that must be true when a use ase has endedPrimary ator Name of the user role who has the goal and who triggersthe use aseTrigger Event that starts the use ase2. Main suess senarioBasi �ow Desription of the most ommon and non-erroneous wayfor the ator to reah his or her goal.3. Alternative senariosAlternative �ow Senarios within a use ase that desribe alternative�ows of events. Alternative �ows an also be used todesribe error onditions that an our.Table 4: Main setions of a use ase desription. Adapted from [Co98a℄.Optional setions of a use ase desription templateThe related information setion overs a olletion of elements spanning from theimportane of the use ase to its interonnetedness to other use ases on abstrationlevels one above and one below. The priority of the use ase refers to the ritialityof the use ase to the system. The more essential the desribed behaviour is to



42USE CASE DESCRIPTION - optional setions4. Related informationPriority How ritial the use ase is to the systemPerformane target Target exeution time of time this use aseFrequeny How often the use ase is expeted to ourSuperordinate use ase Use ase inluding this oneSubordinate use ase Use ase inluded in this one (optional)Seondary ators List of other systems needed to aomplish the goal ofthe use ase5. Open issuesOpen issues Issues to �x and deide in the use ase6. General issuesShedule Due dates, sta�ng issues et.Version history Authors, update dates, update of other a�eted use asesTable 5: Optional setions of a use ase desription. Adapted from [Co98a℄.the system, the higher priority should be granted to the use ase. The performanetarget refers to the quality aspet of a use ase quantifying the amount of the time theompletion of the goal should take. Also other related non-funtional requirementsould be attahed to the use ase in a similar way. The frequeny element expandsthe view of the importane of the use ase over to onsidering how often the usease is expeted to our. In the original template the related information setionalso inludes notions of superordinate and subordinate use ase. The superordinateuse ase is a use ase one abstration level higher whih inludes the use ase inquestion. The subordinate use ase refers to a use ase that desribes some sub-behaviour related to this use ase. We are not fully aware of how Cokburn intendsthese elements to be applied in pratie, but we see them as an opportunity to linkthe use ase to the abstration levels one above and one below. In the seondaryator element one should list other systems that are needed to aomplish the usease. The modelling and de�nition of seondary ators should not be inluded inthe use ase desription.The open issues setion presented in Table 5 provides a slot in the use ase desrip-tion for the author to make note of the questions yet to be answered, and deisionsabout the use ase yet to be made. We �nd it advantageous that there is a desig-nated spae for the author to express potential onerns about the use ase. It not



43only helps other readers to notie what the remaining open issues of a seeminglyompleted use ase are, but also doument the open issues within the ontext wherethey belong.The �nal setion, the general issues setion assembles a mixed olletion of informa-tion related to the use ase. Both the ontent and name of the setion diverge fromCokburn's template, where the setion is named 'shedule' [Co98a℄. In Cokburn'stemplate the shedule element relates to due dates or releases of the deployment,sta�ng issues, and so on. In our opinion there are however elements that are notinluded in any of the setions, suh as the version history ontaining informationabout the use ase authors and update dates, and maybe even a short desription ofthe hanges made. In addition one should keep trak of the related attahments andthe use ases that are linked to the use ase, and make a note whether they havebeen updated as well. One option would be to keep the shedule element as it is,and add another optional setion. We however feel that in doumentation sheduleould well be bundled together with version history and other possible issues relatedto the use ase.The use ase desription templates have many advantages that support their use inthe requirements engineering. First of all, templates promote systemati eliitationof the information needed in the use ases. The setions and elements in the templatepoint out expliitly what information is wanted in the requirements spei�ation.Use of the use ase templates also provides support for authoring oherent andhomogeneous use ase senarios.It is important to deploy a requirements management system that supports trae-ability of the use ases. An optimal system inludes a help funtion whih providesassistane for novie use ase authors for example by presenting typial senariopatterns for di�erent types of interation between the ators and the system.When designing use ase templates one must onsider the spei� needs of the appli-ation area, and adapt the template when needed. Additionally, distint templatesshould be designed for di�erent abstration levels. One must also deide how theuse ases on di�erent abstration levels are linked in the requirements managementsystem. Furthermore, it is important to deide how the information in the use asedesriptions is ommuniated to the stakeholders. A requirements management sys-tem that provides distint views to the requirements, suh as a business view ora user view, would be a de�nite asset for the requirements engineers in improvingommuniation with di�erent stakeholders.



444 Use ases in system testingThe outome of the requirements engineering proess is the requirements spei�a-tion. The behaviours and quality aspets desribed in the requirements are trans-ferred through the system design to the implemented system. If the requirementsengineers have been suessful in their work, the requirements spei�ation desribesthe expeted system behaviour, the related qualities, features, and the data in a suhway that mathes the problem domain and the needs of the ustomer.The validation tehniques that help to examine the math of the requirements to thefators in the problem domain should take plae throughout the iterative and inre-mental requirements engineering proess. The ommuniation gap that may existbetween the domain experts and the developers an in our opinion be diminished,if one uses the senario-based use ase desription tehnique desribed in Setion 3.Close ooperation between the domain experts and the developers promotes mutualunderstanding of the requirements. Additionally, the requirements get validated asthey are eliited and analysed.Let us assume that the requirements spei�ation has been validated in a mannerthat is satisfatory both to the ustomer and the developers, and the ustomer hasaepted it. Depending on the proess model the ustomer now waits for the om-pletion of system design and implementation. There is however another potentialommuniation gap whih an take plae within the developing organisation: If sys-tem designers do not understand the requirements as the requirements engineersintended, the suess of the development projet may be ompromised. Convertingthe requirements into elements in the system arhiteture is an unsolved problemin the requirements engineering, and until the system, or parts of it, has been om-pleted, one annot really validate that the implementation mathes the spei�ation.Well-authored use ases however provide a lear view to the behaviour of the system,and as suh may help in bridging this gap. As far as we know, at the moment theonly way to test exhaustively that use ases are realised in the implementation, isto run tests on a ompleted and integrated system.4.1 System testingThe realisation of the requirements in the implementation an be on�rmed in twoways, by stati means or by validating the system by means of dynami veri�ation.The stati means inlude ode inspetions and reviews. Dynami veri�ation means



45testing the system by exeuting it. Generally testing refers to ativity where errorsand defets are found by exeuting the software, and then removed. Requirements-based testing's purpose is however rather to validate that the system implementsthe requirements than to �nd defets [Som06℄.The spei�ation-based testing methodology for a ompleted system is alled fun-tional testing, or blak-box testing [TVK01℄. The testing phases that use a blak-boxview to examine the system are system testing and the post-development aeptanetesting [Bin99℄. The target of testing for both system and aeptane testing is thesystem in its entirety. System testing is performed by members of the developmentteam. The purpose of the aeptane test is for the ustomer to determine whetherto aept or rejet the system [HKS97℄. The aeptane test is eventually ondutedby the ustomer, and it fouses on major funtional requirements, interation be-tween the ators and the system, and the system's external interfaes [HKS97℄. Theaeptane testing an be grouped into three test phases: alpha, beta, and aep-tane tests [Bin99℄. The alpha tests are performed by the development team, andtheir purpose is to evaluate the system's overall readiness by simulating real-worldusage. The purpose of beta testing is the same as the purpose of alpha testing, butthe di�erene is that the ustomer and seleted users partiipate in testing. Aep-tane testing should take plae at the ustomer's �nal environment of use and beperformed by the ustomer's representatives.The type of system testing we have in mind, is in fat a mix of system testing andaeptane testing. In our opinion use ase based system testing has three goals. The�rst goal is to validate that the ompleted system omplies with the requirementsspei�ation [HKS97℄. The seond goal is to simulate system use as it would be doneby the ustomer, a goal of alpha testing [Bin99℄. The third goal is to demonstratethat the ontrat between the ustomer and the developers, as desribed in therequirements spei�ation, has been fully delivered by demonstrating that the useran reah his or her goal of using the system.The requirements spei�ation inluding the use ase desriptions is where the or-ret behaviour of the system is determined, and inorret behaviour an be identi-�ed [Whi00℄. If use ases are used to desribe the system's funtional requirements,inluding the expeted external behaviour and interation with ators, it is quitenatural to use them as a basis for system test ase design. The test ase is a set ofdata whih is used as an input when exeuting the system under testing. The testase is supplemented with information about the pre-test state of the system and



46the environment, exeution onditions, and expeted result of a use ase senario[Bin99, Heu01℄.The preondition for using use ases as a basis for test ases is that eah use asehas a full set of senarios. The most important parts of a use ase for generatingtest ases are the main and alternative senarios desribing the �ow of events. Thegoal of the use ase provides an observable measurement for determining whetherthe use ase has provided the ator with the requested servie or not. There mustbe at least one test ase for eah senario inluding the onditions under whih itwill be exeuted. Equivalene lasses for the input data values must be identi�edfor eah test ase. Test ases should be so numerous that all senarios with possibleequivalene lasses get tested [Heu01℄.Software testing involves exeuting the software with test data. The tester simulatesthe interfae that the system uses [Whi00℄. In ase of testing behaviour desribedin use ases, the tester simulates the role of a primary ator by inputing valuesto the system aording to the predetermined list of inputs. The tester omparesthe outputs and behaviour of the system to the expeted outputs and behaviourdesribed in the use ase desriptions. The ator's inputs and the system's expetedresponses are desribed in a test ase.4.2 Use ases and early test designUse of use ases as the basis of test ases is not a new idea, but there are not manyartiles published that atually disuss the onnetion. Use ases as suh are nottest plans or test ases. The input values needed for test ases are not inludedin the use ase desriptions. Use ases however desribe the system behaviour andinteration with the ator under di�erent onditions [Co02℄, hene making a goodbasis for the testers to design and generate test ases. The advantage of use asesis that when used through the requirements engineering proess, they apture keyfuntionality early [Heu01℄. In projets one should utilise a systemati approah toonvert the use ases into test ases. One should also be prepared to alter the usease based test ases during the proess, as the initial use ases senarios may beoutdated at the time of system testing [WPJ09℄.There are arguments in support of early test design that suggest that test planningativities do not need to be put on hold until there is exeutable ode available,but should take plae as soon as the use ases have been aptured [JBR99℄. As



47suggested in the adapted V-model of testing in Figure 7, the test design for systemand aeptane testing ould start as early as in the requirements analysis phase.Additionally, involving testers in the requirements engineering may mitigate defetsand de�ienies in requirements [Gra02℄.

Figure 7: The V-model for early test design [Gra02℄.Testers' partiipation in the requirements analysis and spei�ation may help todetet problems and inonsistenies in the requirements that otherwise might havebeen deteted muh later ausing hanges in the requirements. Additionally, testershave the expertise to point out if the requirements desriptions are not measurable,or do not support testability [Gra02℄. A requirement is testable if an objetiveand feasible test an be designed to determine whether the requirement is met by thesoftware [Bin94℄. Furthermore, the testers learn diretly from the ustomer what thesystem is expeted to do. A thorough understanding of the system's expeted e�etsin its business environment helps to design better system and aeptane tests. Thetest ases are an instantiation of the requirements, and the requirements shouldprovide enough detail to enable design of suh test ases that portray a real usagesituation. If the requirement desription does not support testability, the tester anpoint that out. Furthermore, as speifying testable non-funtional requirements isdi�ult, testers may be able to help by oming up with some measurable sale.



484.3 Basi elements of use ase based testingThe preparation for system level testing onsists of reating the test ases, design-ing the test proedures for the test ases, reating test sripts that implement thetest proedures, and running the tests. The onditions whih will be implementedduring the test, and whih are used to verify the suess and aeptability of theimplementation of the requirements are ommuniated in a test ase [Heu01℄.Important part of reating test ases is determining how the system's environmentis represented in the tests [Whi00℄. In ase of testing behaviour desribed in useases, key representatives of the environment are the primary ators. Thus, whenexeuting the tests, the testers simulate the inputs given by the ators to the system.In ase of use ases, the interest is often on ator's inputs via a user interfae. Typialgraphial user interfae input mehanisms are mouse-liks, keyboard events, andinput from other devies. Additionally, all possible �le formats, ommuniationprotools, interfaes, and seondary ators should be onsidered as input soures.For test design the tester must examine all use ases and related requirements, andonsider how their realisation an be tested in the implemented user interfae. Thetesters should also understand how the users behave outside the system boundary.Understanding business rules and user behaviour helps to outline the range of typialerrors related to the system's funtionality, and to understand what kind of ativityan potentially rash the system. The tester must hoose the input value rangesthat will be tested, and deide upon the sequenes and ombinations of the inputs.The sequene generation problem relates to developing a model of the the physialinputs and abstrat events, for example a graph or state diagram, or a regularexpression. The model presents how the inputs and ation symbols are ombinedto form syntatially orret test ase exeution paths [Whi00℄. The inputs used ina test are seleted by the tester. Even though the purpose of system testing is tohek the math between the requirements spei�ation and the system, by applyingheuristis like equivalene partitioning and boundary value analysis in seleting thetest input values, a tester an also ath errors in the system.Another part of reating test ases is seleting the test senarios. Alternative use asesenarios have been developed to desribe expeted behaviour also in onditionaland error ases. In onsequene, the use ase senarios provide a good soure fortest senarios. In a test senario one must take into aount the possible pathsthrough a use ase, inluding the branhing struture marked with extension points.However, a disadvantage of use ases is that at least in the desription format we



49have presented, the dependenies between the use ases are not lear. One shouldlarify whether the use ases an be exeuted in a random order, or if the use asesmust be exeuted in a spei� sequential order.The superordinate and subordinate use ase elements in the use ase desriptionformat target towards linking use ases. However, the linkage is vertial, ratherthan horizontal among the use ases in the same abstration level. The dependeniesbetween use ases would be easier to understand if one ould somehow link the useases. Use ases ould for example be formed into a graph, where the nodes are thepre- and post-onditions, and the edges are the triggering events.The next step after ompletion of test ases and test senarios inludes onvertingtests to ode, and automating the appliation of inputs. The tests will be runaording to the test plan's testing metris. The test plan inludes deisions of thenumber of inputs, the perentage of the use ase senarios to be exeuted, and the usease ombinations one aims to over in testing. Furthermore, in a test plan a testershould also deide how many times eah use ase will be triggered, and the numberof times senarios leading either to suess or failure of the goal will be exeuted[Whi00℄. The ideal overage for testing is 100 perent, but it is unlikely possibleor feasible to test all use ase ombinations. Therefore it would be important toknow the use ase frequenies, and the probabilities of use ase ombinations. Fora totally new system this knowledge may be hard to aquire, but it is easier whenthere are existing systems and work proesses at plae. Additionally, one mustensure that the test ases are designed with intention and kind of inputs that arelikely to produe errors and �nd faults in the operational logi of the system. Unlessone systematially attempts to �nd errors also in the system's external behaviour,the validation result is not exhaustive, and the math between the requirements andimplementation is not validated [TVK01℄.The tester's job is to adjudiate between what a system does and what it shoulddo. The test orale is the requirements spei�ation. The outomes of runningthe system should math the expeted outomes in the requirements spei�ation[Gra02℄. The di�ulty in validating the requirements spei�ation is that not allrequirements are diretly assoiated with a spei� use ase. Hene, it is di�ult forthe testers to trae whih individual requirements are tested by spei� test ases[TVK01℄. For example it is di�ult to ome up with a straightforward test measuring'usability'. Unless requirements are initially attahed to some testable measure, itis not possible to validate exhaustively their realisation in the implementation.



50Instead of requirements, a tester ould use 'expert' users, the old system, user manu-als, or the tester's own opinion as a test orale. However, the spei�ation representsthe ontrat between the user and the system, and without the spei�ation one an-not on�rm that the implementation onforms to the ontrat. Additionally, ad hoexperimenting with a system is rather exploring than testing [Gra02℄. Without asystemati approah to testing, one annot establish onviningly that the goals oftesting have been met.4.4 Transforming use ases to test asesThe requirements spei�ation provides guidelines on system design and implemen-tation. Despite the requirements engineer's e�orts to desribe the requirements inan unambiguous way, the designers and programmers may miss some of the require-ments, or misinterpret them. Typial faults for use ase implementations inludewrong interpretations of the onditional behaviour, resulting in logi faults wherethe system behaves as if and logi was spei�ed instead of or. Additionally thedependenies between two or more use ases may have been misoneived, or thedependeny is missing in the implementation. Additionally, there may be generisystem-sope faults in the use ase implementations. The programmers may have im-plemented funtions that were not spei�ed, or the output may be inorret [Bin99℄.Use ases are a good soure for deriving system test ases, beause they desribe thebehaviour and servies that the user expets from the system. Test ases derivedfrom use ases an help in deteting if the implemented funtionalities deviate fromthe funtionalities agreed with the ustomer.Use ase desriptions provide the information needed regarding pre- and post-onditionsof the use ases, and the paths through senarios [Bin99℄. However, use ases lakthe information regarding the types and values of the operational variables. Opera-tional variables an be identi�ed from the input and output values visible in the userinterfae, onstraints and relationships among variables, key harateristis of theuser or the environment, and elements of the system state [Bin99℄. Use ases mayinlude �extend� or �inlude� relationships that must be onsidered when plan-ning exeution sequenes for the test ases [BrL02℄. A test model should inludea omplete inventory of operational variables, a omplete spei�ation of domainonstraints for eah operational variable, dependenies between use ases, and therelative frequeny of eah use ase [Bin99℄.The use ase desription model we presented in Setion 3 does not inlude all in-



51formation needed in test ases. Typially most use ases need to be reshaped orappended before they are suitable as test ases [Bin94℄. There are two basi ap-proahes, presented in Figure 8, for onverting use ases into test ases, transform-ing the use ases and extending the use ases [RRW00℄. Model transformation isbased on the idea that the usage of the system is modelled in a di�erent way in re-quirements engineering than it is modelled in veri�ation and validation. In modeltransformation the information in a use ase is transformed into another model, ap-pended with test-spei� information. Model extension is based on the assumptionthat the use ase has been modelled or desribed in suh a way whih an be diretlyused in testing.
Figure 8: Two ways of integrating usage modelling to testing [RRW00℄Many of the tehniques for onverting use ases into test ases take an approahwhere test ases are automatially derived from formally modelled use ases. How-ever, initially spei�ations are never formal. Before the properties of a use ase anbe stated preisely and formally, they must be formulated in ooperation with theustomer in natural language whih all parties understand [Lam00℄. One the initialsenarios have been established it is possible to apply formal methods in modellingthe expeted system behaviour.One formal approah to test ase derivation is a method where use ase modelling isombined with statistial usage testing [RRW00℄. The approah is based on the ideathat the use ases model usage of the system. However, use ases do not inludeinformation about the frequeny of the use ases, and therefore statistial estimatesof the frequeny of usage are integrated with use ases.Another tehnique that takes a formal approah to onstruting use ases, is atehnique where the use ases are initially developed with testability in mind byusing abstrat state mahine language (ASML) for desribing use ases [GLS01℄. Inthis tehnique, tests are generated automatially with the help of a test generationalgorithm that omputes all paths to the states whih an be reahed using one



52of the use ase ations. Even though the tests an to some extent be generatedautomatially, in this method the testers must assign priorities to test sequenes,and hoose the ations that will be exeuted.Natural language use ase senarios have also been formalised with stateharts[RyG99℄. The stateharts are then annotated with pre- and post-onditions, dataranges and data values, and performane requirements. Test ases an be derivedfrom the stateharts by traversing paths in the stateharts. Path traversal gener-ates only tests for valid sequenes of events. Therefore one must also inlude testsequenes that result in a failure. There has been ritique against use of stateharts,based on a view that stateharts are used to model state-dependent lasses or smalllass lusters, and therefore, should not be applied to system testing [BrL02℄.The tehniques that onvert use ases into test ases must be able to deal with thealternative senarios in the use ases. One approah for deriving test ases from useases that ontain variabilities, expressed with UML use ase relationships inludeand exlude, is a tehnique where the use ases are expressed as sequene diagrams.For example the inlude relationships an be handled by fragmenting the use ase.If the test ase derived from the use ase is not a�eted by the inlude relationship,only one test ase is derived. If the inlude relationship a�ets the ourse of the testase, the use ase is split into two fragments, the base use ase and the inlude usease. The two fragments will be onatenated in the test ase [KPR03℄.In the ontext of objet-oriented development use ases are typially expressed withsome UML diagram, suh as sequene or ollaboration diagrams [BrL02℄. A nat-ural orollary is to derive system test requirements from those models. Sequentialdependenies between use ases are depited in an ativity diagram for eah atorin the system. The presentation format helps the domain experts to identify andvisualise the dependenies between the use ases. In suh a diagram verties are theuse ases and edges are sequential dependenies between the use ases. The vertiesare in fat extended use ases. The use ases are the soure for parameters de�n-ing system behaviour, and extended use ases formalise the use ase parameters byadding type and de�ning whether the parameter is an input or an output. One thetest ase sequenes that will be exeuted and tested are de�ned, the test orales foreah tested sequene must be derived. The main soure for deriving a test orale isthe post-ondition of operations in a sequene, whih in the UML-based tehniqueare de�ned using objet onstraint language (OCL).



534.5 Construting extended use asesExtended use ases are a test design pattern developed by Binder [Bin99℄. Extendeduse ases an be applied whenever a funtionality has been desribed as a use ase.The tehnique failitates mapping what needs to be tested, and deiding upon theextent of the testing. The mapping is based on the use ase's onstraints andrelationships [Bin99℄.Our impression is that extended use ase test design pattern is a widely aeptedtehnique. However, literature searh linked us mainly to text book referenes.Despite the lak of artiles published on extended use ases, the number of referenesto [Bin99℄ implies that extended use ases are onsidered a mature, and workingtehnique. In onsequene, the ontent of this subsetion is mainly derived from[Bin99℄. However, in our view the aspets that the extended use ase test designpattern overs, should always be addressed when deriving test ases from use ases.Therefore, we see that in this ontext it is useful to over the extended use ases,even though presented from a unilateral perspetive.In the ase of extended use ase the word extended does not s refer to a UML rela-tionship extends, but to a onept of adding information on a use ase desription,and transforming it into a form, that systematially aggregates the data needed intest ases. The goal of the extended use ase tehnique is to ensure that all fun-damental use ase relationships get exerised in testing. A use ase desribes theinputs given to the system by the ator, and the system's responses or hanges ofstate. An extended use ase represents these relationships in a deision table. Ad-ditionally, possible faults in the implementation an be modelled as deision tablefaults.The �rst step of reating an extended use ase is to identify all operational variablesfor a use ase. The use ase's operational variables inlude the expliit inputs andoutputs, environmental onditions whih a�et the ator behaviour, and abstrationsof the state of the system. The operational variables are used in reating a spei�test ase.The seond step is to de�ne the domains of operational variables. The domainompasses all valid and invalid values for a variable. The domains are needed indetermining the inputs that will be used when exeuting the test ases. The validvalues for a variable are within the aeptable value range determined by the fa-tors in the problem domain, and the invalid values for a variable are outside the



54aeptable value range.The third step is to model the relationships among the operational variables. Thevariables that ause similar system responses or hanges in the system state, aregrouped together into a deision table. Eah row in a deision table is alled avariant. Variants must be mutually exlusive: For a given input only one row ata time an be true. A variant an orrespond to a senario in a use ase, but thetesters an also add variants to the deision table, if they detet environmentalfators that are not represented in the requirements spei�ation. Table 6 presentsan example of operational relations for a use ase Log-in desribing logging-in toan online banking servie. In the example we use ustomer identi�ation ustomerid as the operational variable input by the ustomer. In reality the ustomer idonsists of a ombination of multiple variables, suh as ustomer number, password,key number provided by the bank, and the mathing seurity ode input by theustomer. In this example, we have however bundled them together for simpliity.Variant Operational variables Expeted resultsCustomerid Enteredustomerid Customerbank re-sponse Customeraountstatus Message Systemation1 Invalid - - - Input orret us-tomer id Displaymessage2 Valid Mathesaount Bankaknowl-edges Closed Contat your bank Displaymessage3 Valid Mathesaount Bankaknowl-edges Open Display mainmenu Sessionestab-lishedTable 6: Operational relations for the use ase Log-in (Adapted from [Bin99℄).The �rst row of Table 6 desribes what happens when a ustomer attempts to log-inwith an invalid ustomer id. The system rejets the ustomer's attempt, and presentsa message where the ustomer is advised to input a orret ustomer id. The seondrow indiates a situation where the ustomers id is valid, but the aount is notvalid. The system displays a message where the ustomer is advised to ontat hisor her bank. The third row desribes also a situation where the ustomer's identi�eris valid. In this senario the ustomer's aount is open, and the system establishesa session, and presents the main menu to the ustomer.



55The fourth step is developing the test ases. Eah variant will be designed at leastone test ase that makes the variant true, and at least one test ase is designed thatmakes the variant false. A test ase is true, if the set of values in a test ase satis�esall onditions in a variant. A test ase is false, if an input or a state value ausesat least one ondition in a variant to beome false. If the operational variable usedin a test ase has a bounded domain, the domain of the variables is used to deriveadditional tests.Intuitively development of suh use ases that an be extended into test ases seemslike the most advantageous approah. Adding detail into an existing struture shouldbe an easy and straightforward task. However, the easiest way to ommuniate withthe ustomer, is to use natural language. The use ases desribed with naturallanguage lak the formalism needed in automating the generation of test ases.Additionally, the use ases tend to hange during the development proess, andthere is a high ost related to maintaining two versions of the use ase, the naturallanguage and the formal version.The extended use ase tehnique is relatively straightforward method for transform-ing a use ase desription into a test ase. The tehnique an be used independentof the use ase desription format. Our impression is the the use ase senariosdepited in a diagram an just as easily be onverted into a deision table as asemi-strutured senario desribed in a natural language.The disadvantage of the basi extended use ase tehnique is that it does not ontainthe element of frequeny. One should attempt to map the urrent usage patterns,and estimate the frequenies of di�erent use ases. Identi�ation of the most ommonuse ases enhanes prioritisation of the use ases and the test ases derived by usingthe extended use ases. Prioritisation supports the management of resoures forexample in a ase of a delay in the projet shedule.



565 Case: Dressage sorer systemEarlier in this thesis we stated that use ases are a onvenient tehnique for speifyingfuntional requirements. In this setion we arry out an exerise where we apply theuse ase tehnique we have aquired from the requirements engineering literature.The appliation area is a soring system for dressage ompetitions. The goal ofthis exerise is to get an idea of the feasibility of using use ases for desribingrequirements for an interative system. Additional objetive of this exerise is toinvestigate how well suited the use ase desription template is for deriving extendeduse ases.The information used in the example is olleted from the web sites of the EquestrianFederation of Finland (EFF) [E�07℄ and the Fédération Equestre Internationale(FEI) [Fei06℄. As an additional soure, we use our own experienes in organisingdressage ompetitions.In this appliation there are many domain onstraints that restrit introduing teh-nially more developed approahes to soring, and would require muh more atten-tion when designing a real system. In our opinion the two main onstraints are thepratially non-existent tehnial infrastruture in most dressage arenas, and thelimited �nanial resoures of organising lubs. Nonetheless, the problem domainis simple enough to provide a reasonable amount of information for demonstrationpurposes of this example.In the following subsetions we analyse the problem domain to identify the use aseators and their goals, and to determine the system boundary and the servies thesystem must provide to the ators. We also demonstrate how a use ase desriptiontemplate ould be applied, and how it ould be onverted into an extended use ase.5.1 Problem domain analysis5.1.1 Overview to dressageDressage is an equestrian disipline, one of the three ompeted in the OlympiGames. Dressage is often onsidered the art of equestrian sport, and its objet is todevelop the horse's physique and ability in suh a way that it seems to be performingthe movements on its own aord, and responds to the rider's ommands immedi-ately and even intuitively. The most advaned levels of dressage are ompeted inthe Olympi Games and on international Grand Prix level, but ompetitions are



57arranged to riders and horses with varying skills starting from the novie level.In dressage ompetition the routine the horse and the rider perform is alled a test.A test omprises of a series of movements, alled �gures, and is performed in a�at arena, measuring 60x20 or 40x20 metres. The arena is surrounded by a lowrail along whih 12 letters are plaed symmetrially to provide referene marks forertain manoeuvres. Two to �ve judges assess the ompetitor's performane, andaward a mark from 1 to 10 for eah of the �gures and the transitions in the test.The judges also award penalty points if the ompetitor makes an error of the ourseduring the test, suh as omits a movement or takes a wrong turn. At the end of thetest the rider and the horse leave the arena, and the judges award four olletivemarks for various aspets of the horse and rider's overall performane throughoutthe test. Eah olletive mark is from 0 to 10 points. These marks produe a totalsore, whih onsists of the total points and the perentage sore. The rider or teamwith the highest result is the winner [Fei06℄.In this example we examine the problem domain from the perspetive of a riding luborganising regional dressage ompetitions. In the international Grand Prix or theOlympi Games similar tasks need to be performed to keep sore of the ompetitors'results, but the environment supports more advaned solutions.5.1.2 Competition ontextThe organisation that promotes horse sports in Finland is EFF. EFF is one of the126 sport organisations in Finland that are members of the Finnish Sports Feder-ation (FSF). As presented in the organisational hart in Figure 9, the members ofEFF are ategorised as organisational members and atual members. The organisa-tional members are typially riding shools, livery stables, and ompanies providinghorse-related servies or produts. The atual members are individuals who engagethemselves in horse sports professionally or as a hobby. The atual members areassoiated with EFF via membership to a riding lub. The riding lubs and theirindividual members are of partiular interest in this example, as they organise theregional dressage ompetitions. Internationally EFF liaises with FEI, the governingbody and sole ontrolling authority for all international equestrian events. The rulesand regulations of FEI are re�eted also on the national level in Finland.The role of EFF is to regulate and set rules for dressage ompetitions in Finland.EFF also designs the ompetition tests, authorises judges, and organises training in
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Figure 9: The struture of the EFF memberships [E�07℄.various aspets of organising a ompetition. EFF also publishes the ompetition in-vitations and the results on their monthly periodial and on their website. The testsare in line with the international rules and regulations for dressage. EFF providesthe settings for organising ompetitions, but the pratialities of the atual eventare the riding lubs' and their members' responsibility. The regional dressage om-petitions are organised in a similar fashion with similar types of responsibilities forthe organisers. The involved ators, EFF and their database system, the organisersrepresenting the riding lub, and the ompetitors in a ompetition are presented inthe ontext diagram in Figure 10.The ompetitor's task on a ompetition day is to present on their turn the testrequired in the ompetition lass. The test within a ompetition lass is the samefor eah ompetitor, with the exeption of Freestyle test where eah ompetitorpresents the required movements aording to their own horeography. Any rideran partiipate in a regional ompetition provided that there is a suitable lass, andthat they have membership in a riding lub whih is a member of the EFF. The ridermust also hold a liene to ompete. In addition the horse must have a erti�ateof vaination and an annual ompetition fee must have been paid. A rider an rideone or more horses in one or more lasses. In order to partiipate and to beomea ompetitor, the rider must enrol into the ompetition via EFF's online enrolmentservie.The judges' role is to evaluate the ompetitors during their performane. The eval-uation is both numeri and verbal. The seretary writes down the marks and the
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Figure 10: The ontext diagram for a dressage ompetition.verbal evaluation to the judges' sheet at the judge's ditation. At the end of thetest the rider and the horse leave the arena, and the judges the olletive marks.After the judges' sheets have been ompleted by all judges, a messenger takes themto the sorers. The sorers �rst hek all sheets for ompleteness, and then inputthe numeri marks into the soring system. In the urrent operations model thereare two sorers who perform the task together. One sorer reads the marks outloud one by one, and the other sorer uses a keyboard to feed the marks into thesystem. To avoid mistakes in the soring the sorers double hek that the numbersare orret by omparing the marks in the sheet to the input numbers appearingon the sreen. Possible missing or unlear marks are heked with the judge at theearliest onveniene, preferably between the next two ompetitors.When the marks have been input, the system alulates the ompetitor's total sore.One the results are ready, they are given to the announer. A opy of the judges'sheet is forwarded to EFF. The original sheet is given to the rider. At appropriateintervals the judges print out the results so far. The results are stored in the EFF'sdatabase, and are available for the publi via EFF's web-site and periodial. Oftenin dressage arenas there is no online onnetion available. Therefore the sorers maynot be able to transfer the results to EFF's database until the end of the day fromsomewhere else, for example home.



605.1.3 System boundary de�nitionIn system boundary de�nition three important aspets to onsider are what onemeans by the 'system', who the system's users are, and what the goals of the systemare. In this example we look at the system from two abstration levels, ompetitionand sorer system levels. The ontext diagram in Figure 10 presents the high levelview of the ators involved in organising dressage ompetitions. The goal of soringin a ompetition is very simple. The purpose of soring is to ompute the resultsand to rank the ompetitors to determine the winner and the plaed riders for eahlass in the ompetition. The goal of the soring system is to assist the sorers inthis task. We will now elaborate on the knowledge we have so far in order to identifythe sorers' responsibilities, and to de�ne the boundary of the sorer system.We �rst want to summarise the knowledge we have so far about the stakeholdersand the system boundary. We do that by applying the stakeholder onion presentedin Subsetion 2.4. We �rst plae the two governing organisations, FEI and FSFto the most outer irle of the applied stakeholder onion presented in Figure 11.Following the organisational struture, we set EFF on the next irle. In the sameirle with EFF we plae EFF's existing system. The existing system omprises ofthe enrolment system for the ompetitions, the result database, and the databasefor the ompetition lasses. In the ompetition ontext this system is in fat aseondary ator. It is a soure for the soring templates, and also the destinationof the omputed results. It is lear already at this point that an interfae will beneeded between the existing EFF database and the soring system.In the same irle with EFF we also plae a funtional bene�iary to the system.This bene�iary is the EFF employee who is responsible for operating the interfaingsystem. All ompetition results maintained in the results database are input intothe database either manually or via soring system. Instead of the sorer inputingthe results into the system on the ompetition day, the employee ould just as welltype the same information in to the system at some later moment. In the same irleis another bene�iary group onsisting of the ompetitors. In this ase we expandthe ompetitor group with the trainers, ompetitors' family members and friends -anyone who is interested in individual or overall ompetition results.Moving loser towards the entre of the onion, we have the voluntary sta� fromthe riding lub organising the ompetition, and the hired judges quali�ed by EFF.The stakeholders that are involved in soring are the judges, their seretaries, themessenger, and the sorers. They are all potential andidates as ators of the sorer
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Figure 11: Appliation of the stakeholder onion in outlining stakeholders [AlR04℄.system. The judges are responsible for giving marks to the ompetitors for theirperformane in the ompetition. In prinipal the judges' seretaries ould inputthe sores diretly into the system, but in pratie the riding arenas where theloal ompetitions take plae do not have the failities to support that. Also theperformane of the test �ows in suh a quik pae that the seretary must be fullyfoused on the ditation of the judge. The messengers are not responsible for soringbeause they annot be delivering the judge's sheets and omputing the results atthe same time. Thus the system's primary ator is quite naturally a sorer. Inprinipal any person partiipating in organising the ompetition ould be a sorer,but in pratie they are people who have been trained to use the system, and whoknow the soring rules of a ompetition.In addition to the sorer we have also identi�ed other user groups illustrated in theonion, the help desk and the maintenane operator employed by EFF. However,they are typially not present in small ompetitions. Therefore there is a need forthe system to be robust and operate so reliably the roles of the maintenane or help



62desk are not needed on a ompetition day.The sorer's responsibilities prior, during and after the ompetition are depited inthe UML use ase diagram presented in Figure 12. The responsibilities based on theprevailing soring ustom an be grouped into four use ases, to Download lasses,Manage start list, Manage sores, and Communiate results. All but one ofthe four use ases inlude use ases related to more spei� goals of using the system.
Download classes 

Manage start list

Manage scores

Communicate results

Acknowledge changes

Print

Organise start list

Input scores

Compute ranking

Print results

Scorer

Compute total score

Figure 12: UML use ase diagram presenting sorers' use ases.Downloading of the lasses refers to ensuring that the soring templates mathingthe seleted ompetition lasses are available at the time of the ompetition. Man-aging the start list inludes the use ase Organise start list, whih desribesthe ativity of organising the enrolled ompetitors into an order aording to whihthey start their performane. The order may be drawn, or aommodated by the



63organisers if some of the riders have speial needs. Managing the start list alsoinludes the use ase Aknowledge hanges, whih refers to the sorers taking intoaount possible anellations or hanges in the partiipation. A rider may for ex-ample enter the ompetition with a di�erent horse. During the ompetition daythe starting order is ommuniated to the audiene and sta� in hand-outs and onnotie-boards, so the start list must also be available in print, hene the use asePrint. The use ase Manage sores overs all ativities that are direted towardsthe goal of the ompetition, ranking the riders per ompetition lass. Managingthe sores inludes the use ases Input sores; inputing into the system the soresgiven by the judges, Compute total sore; omputing individual total points andperentages for eah individual ompetitor, and Compute ranking; ranking the om-petitors. The use ase Communiate results inludes informing the ompetitors,spetators, and general publi of the results of the ompetition lasses. On a om-petition day the results are ommuniated in hand-outs and on notie boards, henethe use ase Print.5.2 Example use ase desriptionThe proess of onstruting use ases should be iterative and inremental. In areal projet the use ase drafts and related requirements should be adapted anditerated aording to the inreasing knowledge of the problem domain, and moreimportantly, aording to the feedbak reeived from the ustomer and domain ex-perts. In this example we have no stakeholder feedbak, and annot present atualuse ase versions as they would be in di�erent development phases. Instead we wishto demonstrate through two example use ase desriptions how we would go aboutonstruting a use ase desription.In the previous subsetions we have identi�ed the key elements of a use ase desrip-tion, the ator and the high level system goal. In a dressage ompetition the sorersare responsible for arrying out the tasks that are needed to determine the rankingof the ompetitors. Thus we hoose them as the main primary ator of the system.The people responsible for system maintenane and help funtions are other atorandidates, but we ignore them in this example. The key goal of the system is tohelp the sorers in omputing the results. This high level goal an be broken furtherdown into subgoals that are met by the use ases listed in Figure 12.In this example we apply the use ase desription template presented in Subsetion3.3.3. We take one of the sorers' duties depited in the UML use ase model in



64Figure 12 under loser examination. We hoose the key funtionality of omputingthe individual ompetitor's total sore. Computing the ompetitor's total soreis a ritial use ase, as the winning order of the ompetition is based on thatomputation.We start o� onstruting a use ase desription by struturing a higher level usease Manage sore, whih desribes the urrent �ow of the proess of omputingthe ompetitor's total sore. The intent is to ontinue de�ning the system boundaryand the system's expeted funtionalities. The abstration level of the use asedesribing the urrent �ow of events presented in Tables 7 and 8 is high. The use asedesription so far only strutures on a general level the urrent method of soringas desribed in Subsetion 5.1. We however feel that when there are establishedomputation methods and praties in plae, it is important to struture them in away that provides a lear basis for analysing what elements of the urrent proessannot be hanged and where there is room for design of new solutions.1. Charateristis informationUse ase id and name 1 Compute total soreGoal in ontext The judges mark the movements and the transitions inthe test performed by the ompetitor. The sorer alu-lates the total sore whih omprises of the total pointsand the perentage, and is an average of eah judge'stotal points.Sope CompetitionLevel SummaryPreondition A judge's sheet and a template for soring the lass areavailable,Postondition The total sore for eah individual ompetitor is om-putedPrimary ator SorerTrigger Reeiving judge's sheetTable 7: Charateristis information for use ase Compute total sore.Table 7 presents the harateristis information of our high level use ase for Computetotal sore. In this example the use ase is our �rst use ase, thus the identi�ationnumber of '1'. The name of the use ase, Compute total sore, is a short, ativephrase, and states the goal of the use ase. The goal of the use ase re�ets a highlevel user requirement of the system's expeted funtion of assisting the sorers in



65omputing the total sore. The primary ator as identi�ed during the stakeholderanalysis, is a sorer.The abstration level is high, and the use ase summarises a funtion on a om-petition level. The preondition for a omputation to take plae is that a markedjudge's sheet is available. The postondition of the use ase is that the total sorefor the ompetitor's performane has been omputed. The use ase is triggered onthe reeipt of judge's sheet.2. Main suess senarioBasi �ow:1. Sorer heks the judge's sheet is satisfatorily ompleted. <Variation: 1>2. Sorer aknowledges the rider's marks from the judge's sheet3. Sorer alulates the total points by adding up the marks multiplied by theorresponding oe�ients where appliable.4. Sorer alulates the rider's perentage by dividing the rider's total points bymaximum total points.5. Sorer sets the intermediate individual lassi�ation of the rider based on theorder of the perentages of riders performed so far.3. Alternative senarios1. A sore missing in the judge's sheet1. Sorer returns the sheet to the seretaryTable 8: Main senario for use ase Compute total sore.Table 8 presents the main senario of the Compute total sore use ase. As the usease desribes ator's tasks on a high abstration level, the senario laks desriptionsof the system's responses to the user's ations. In addition to the main senario, thereis one alternative senario, whih will take plae if the reeived judge's sheet is notompleted. We will however not elaborate on that, as the solution for an inompleteor erroneous judge's sheet is always outside the system sope. Any unlarities relatedto the evaluation of the ompetitors must be personally onsulted with the judge.From the initial main senario we an see that there are many details that mustbe lari�ed. Candidates for system requirements that add detail to the use aseregard the numeri values of the marks, oe�ients for olletive points and penaltypoints. One also needs to larify the omputation equations for the total points andperentage.The optional elements of the use ase desription Compute total sore are pre-



66sented in Table 9. We have set the priority of the use ase as ritial, as soringis needed to �nd out the winners and plaed riders of the day. Additionally, totalsore is an indiation of the ompetitor's personal suess of the day's performane.The goal of soring is to have the ompetitor's result ready preferably during theperformane of the next rider or at the latest the one after. The reason is that theaudiene and the ompetitor are interested in hearing the points as soon as possibleafter the performane. The omputation in this appliation is so simple that theperformane target is easy to aomplish on a system level. The �nal order of theompetition lass is ompleted after all riders have performed the test.USE CASE DESCRIPTION - optional elements4. Related information (optional)Priority CritialPerformane target Result omputed during the performane of the nextompetitorFrequeny For every ompetitor in eah ompetition lassSuperordinate use ase Manage soresSubordinate use ase Compute total sore, system levelSeondary ators Competition lass database5. Open issues (optional)Open issues Not applied6. General issues)Shedule Not appliedVersion history Not appliedTable 9: Optional setions of the use ase Compute total sore.We will next look at the subordinate use ase, also named as Compute total sore,whih desribes what kind of behaviour is expeted from a system that should assistthe sorers in aomplishing their objetive of omputing the total sores for allriders in the ompetition. There are many same elements as in the superordinateuse ase, but now the senario inludes system's responds to user's inputs. Thedesription on Tables 10 and 11 is on a level of funtional user requirements.The senario desribes on a high level the expeted exhange of ator's inputs andsystem's responses whih are direted towards getting the sores omputed. Themain senario desribes how the system will behave in response to the ator's inputs.On a requirements lassi�ation sale, the desription illustrates funtional user



67requirements. Table 11 presents only the main �ow of events. From a sorer's pointof view the main reasons for an alternative �ow of events are an inomplete orambiguous judge's sheet and assoiating marks for a wrong ompetitor. For systeman alternative �ow arises if the value of the mark is not an integer between 0 and10.1. Charateristis informationUse ase id and name 1 Compute total soreGoal in ontext The judge marks the movements and the transitions inthe test performed by the ompetitor. The system om-putes the total sore.Sope SystemLevel Use asePreondition Competitor's judge's sheet and a template for soringthe lass are available,Postondition The total sore for the ompetitor is omputedPrimary ator SorerTrigger Sorer requests aess to the ompetitor whose perfor-mane is to be sored.Table 10: Charateristis information of the use ase Compute total sore.2. Main suess senarioBasi �ow:1. System presents the ompetitors2. Sorer hooses the rider whose total sore is to be omputed3. System presents ompetitor's soring template4. Sorer inputs the marks from the judge's sheet into the system5. System omputes the total sore6. System presents the results for the sorer3. Alternative senariosNot appliedTable 11: Main suess senario of the use ase Compute total sore.



685.3 Example extended test aseDevelopment of test ases an start as soon as there are use ases available. In thisexample we apply the extended use ase test ase tehnique, and use the use asedesription Compute total sore depited in Setion 5.2 as basis. We start thedevelopment of the extended use ase by identifying the operational variables.The use ase desription in the example is on a high abstration level, and laksmuh of the information needed in the extended use ase. First we searh the expliitinputs and outputs from the main senario of the use ase desription. The �rstoperational variable in the desription is ompetitor. The next operational variableidenti�ed in the use ase desription is the soring template. The soring templateonsists of slots for the marks for the movements and to the overall performane inthe test. The soring template must also allow separate input of the marks grantedby eah judge. Another operational variable ould be the judge's sheet. The judge'ssheet desribes and lists the movements and transitions of the test in a sequentialorder, and has slots for the numeri marks and the ommentary. Judge's sheet alsohas spae for olletive marks. The judge's sheet's identi�ers are the rider's andhorse's names, and the ompetition lass. However, the judge's sheets are rathersoures for the information that need to be input to the system than operationalvariables. However, the judge's sheet de�nes the ontents of the soring template.The marks granted by the judges are another operational variable group, and aruial element of omputing the total sore. There is one more operational variablein the use ase desription, the total sore. Total sore is the outome of the use ase,and an important system output. The operational variables represent only inputsand outputs. The prerequisite for all use ases is that the system is on. There areno other signi�ant system states that would a�et the exeution of use ases.The next step in reating an extended use ase from the use ase Compute totalsore, is to de�ne the domains of the operational variables. We have identi�ed fouroperational variables: Competitor, soring template, mark, and total sore. Twoof the operational variables, marks and total sore, have numeri values. De�ningthe domain of values for the mark is straightforward. Aording to the dressagerules, the marks must be between 0 and 10. Invalid values are integers beyond thatrange, or non-numeri values. The domain of the total sore would require furtherinvestigation, as the total sore omprises of two data items, the total points of therider, and the perentage ahieved of the maximum points. The maximum pointsare the highest possible points one an ahieve in a test.



69The operational variables with non-numeri domain of values are the ompetitor andthe soring template. We have not yet de�ned the omposition of the ompetitor asa data item. The ompetitor might inlude properties suh as ompetitor number,�rst name, family name, name of the horse. The deision what data will be inludedinto the system is part of the requirements spei�ation phase. How the informationshould be presented to the user is a ombination of requirements spei�ation anduser interfae design. The soring template is another operational variable that mustbe broken down into sub elements. The data items inluded in the soring templateare ompetitor, ompetition lass, movement and transition desriptions, and slotsfor marks and ommentary.The third step is developing the operational relation for the use ase. As presentedin Table 12, the two possible ases for the marks are that the mark input into thesystem is either valid or invalid. If the judge's sheets were sanned to the system,other fators would inlude the identi�ation of the harater in the judge's sheet,and plaing the haraters in orret slots. The �rst row indiates that when aninvalid mark is input to the system, the system rejets it. In the seond row themark is valid, and the system aepts it and adds to the sum of points so far. Thesystem indiates to the user that it is waiting for the user's next input.Variant Operational variables Expeted resultsMark Enteredmark Sorersystemresponse Calulationstatus Message System ation1 Invalid - - - Invalid in-put Rejet. Displaymessage2 Valid Withinsoredomain Systemaepts On - System movesursor to nextslotTable 12: Partial operational relations for the use ase Compute total soreThe fourth step is developing test ases. We look at the operational relations inthe Table 12, and design a number of test ases for eah variant. The number ofthe tests depends on the deisions made for the test plan. We deide that everyvariant should be made true one, and false one. A partial test suite for the usease Compute total sore is presented in Table 13. The �rst variant is true whenthe input mark is invalid. The mark is invalid, if the input is a number outsidethe range of the domain, or if input is not a non-numeri harater. The seond



70variant is true with all values that are within the range of the domain. Even thoughthe range is small, it would be worthwhile to design additional tests to show howthe system reats to numeri inputs that are outside, or on the border of the valuerange. One ould for example test with negative values, or values that are greaterthan the highest aeptable value of 10. Additionally one ould test the system'sreation if the input mark has a deimal point, as in `10,0'. It has been advised,that the false-ase should not be another variant's true-ase [Bin99℄. However, inour small example we were not able to ome up with a false-ase that did not repeatthe true-ase in variant 2 and vie versa.Variant Operational variables Expeted resultsMark Enteredmark Sorersystemresponse Calulationstatus Message System ation1 Invalid - - - Invalid in-put Rejet. Displaymessage1T # - - - Invalid in-put Rejet. Displaymessage1F True test in variant 22 Valid Withinsoredomain Systemaepts On - System movesursor to nextslot2T 3 Withinsoredomain Ak On - System movesursor to nextslot2F False test in variant 1Table 13: Partial test suite for the use ase Compute total sore.5.4 Re�etions on the exampleOur opinion in the light of the example is that use ases are a great tehnique for eli-iting requirements and desribing funtional user requirements regarding expetedinteration between the user and the system. However, the struture of the use ase,as we have applied it, does not allow attahing the kind of detailed data diretly toa use ase desription that would be required to transform user requirements intosystem requirements, or test ases.



71For example if the formulae that are needed to ompute the result, and data typesand value ranges of the inputs are attahed to the use ase, the atual behaviourdoes not stand out from the desription as learly as it should. Additionally, manytimes the same de�nitions and details are needed in many use ases. If the rules andde�nitions hange, one must update every use ase that is a�eted by the hange.In our opinion the best hoie would be to maintain a separate data diretory wherethe data relating to the input and output is stored. What is missing in our use asedesription is the method of referring to the data diretory. One should mark or linkthe nouns in the desription referring to inputs and outputs in a way that learlyassoiates them to the de�nitions in the data diretory. Also the onepts used inuse ases must be de�ned, but stored and maintained separately from the use ases.One de�nite advantage of using use ases is that when the senarios are well stru-tured, it is easy for the reader to see the �ow of events in the use ase. The textualformat also makes them relatively easy to author as long as the author bears in mindthe possible pitfalls. Additionally, should one have a need for formal modelling, thestrutured text is already a step forward from natural language narrative. The useof use ase desription templates de�nitely enhanes onsisteny of the requirementsspei�ation. Templates assist the author to pay attention to the abstration level,whih has appeared to be a big problem in use ase desriptions. We also feel thatin a user requirements spei�ation the use ases anhor and give ontext to otherfuntional, and maybe even non-funtional requirements. Naturally there will berequirements that annot be attahed to any of the use ases, but in our opinion itenhanes understanding of the requirement if there is a ontext one an attah it to.The appliation domain in the example is not ompliated, but we already experi-ened how di�ult it is to avoid attahing the �ow of a senario to user interfaeelements. A good example of our mind's diversion towards interfae design is in thebeginning of the use ase Compute total sore presented in Table 11 where onemust selet the ompetitor whose result is to be omputed. The initial idea wasto desribe in the sequene that 'the sorer selets the ompetitor from the list'.However, 'seleting from a list' is a re�etion of the user interfae implementationswe have seen previously. The user requirement we want to express is that the soreran be sure that the total sore is alulated for the right ompetitor.A system like this would probably bene�t from ative use of interfae prototypesstarting at the early phases of requirements eliitation and analysis. There are notthat many funtions in the system, and the users who neessarily do not have muh



72experiene of omputers bene�t from a system that is simple and intuitive to use.'Simple' and 'intuitive' are of ourse non-funtional requirements that annot beexpressed as suh in a use ase desription. However, in our opinion use ases anin�uene on those qualities indiretly. If the desriptions are authored with are,and they inlude only the most straightforward behaviour that is needed for theator to reah the goal, they should promote simpliity also in the design and imple-mentation. It is only our assumption, but based on our learning through the proessof writing this thesis, we believe that well-strutured and expliit requirements alsopromote well-strutured design.Our experiene is that the extended use ases work well with the use ases. One theuse ase senarios have been developed, applying the extended use ase tehniqueis quite straightforward. Despite the small size of the example, we feel that theoperational variables table helped to look for the details that were missing in theuse ase desription. The operational variables table summarises the operationalvariables in a way that supports systemati test ase derivation. Additionally itprovides a good overview to the omplete set of the operational variables whihotherwise remain distributed in individual use ases. We felt that the extended usease tehnique ould even be advantageous in supporting the requirements analysisin pointing out what details are still missing in the funtional requirements.Even though extended use ases over the missing details in the use ase desrip-tions, they only handle funtional requirements, and domain onstraints up to someextent. Other test ase derivation methods must be onsidered for non-funtionalrequirements. Despite the simpliity of the extended use ase tehnique, there is stilla fair amount of skill and experiene needed in orret and extensive identi�ationof the operational variables. Testing is exhaustive only if all signi�ant operationalvariables have been overed.



736 ConlusionsRequirements engineering is an important �eld in the software engineering. Missing,inomplete or erroneous requirements an lead to software that does not fully omplywith the ustomer's needs, or performs its duties so badly that the system is inpratie useless. One reason why requirements engineers may fail in their task toprodue a onsistent and exhaustive requirements spei�ation is the ommuniationgap between the ustomer and the developers. Often the non-tehnial ustomersdo not understand the language and tehniques used by software developers. Onthe other hand the developers may lak the domain expertise that is needed to geta full understanding of the problem domain.In this thesis we have explored how the use ase tehnique an help in bridgingthe ommuniation gap, and how it an be used in the requirements engineeringproess for speifying funtional requirements. We also investigated whether useases ould be used as basis for validating whether the implemented system mathesthe ustomers needs and expetations.Our opinion is that use ases are a well suited tehnique for requirements engineer-ing. The use ase tehnique an be relatively easily taught to non-tehnial people.Using one tehnique from the early requirements eliitation and analysis phases torequirements spei�ation provides ontinuity to the proess. We believe that inommuniation with the domain experts it is easier to hold on to one tehnique,and rather use it to iterate and inrement knowledge, than to onfuse stakeholderswith onstant introdution of new tehniques for eah iteration. It is the ustomer'sresponsibility to approve the requirements spei�ation, and having partiipatedin the use ase development, it is easier for them to understand the requirementsspei�ation in its entirety.Use ases are not a tehnique to be applied in all appliation areas, but for speifyingexpeted behaviour in interative systems, they appear to work well. The key inusing the use ase tehnique to develop senarios and eliit other requirements isthat the requirements engineers work losely with the domain experts. Unless allparties are motivated, empowered and enabled to partiipate in the developmentproess, the end result will not be optimal.The points where the suess of the projet are to be determined are system testing,and �nally aeptane testing where the ustomer validates that the system mathesthe requirements spei�ation. When the funtional requirements have been spe-



74i�ed as use ases, it is worthwhile to use use ases as basis for test ases. Whenthe ustomer and the domain experts have partiipated in developing use ases, itshould be easy for them to detet disrepanies between the implementation anduse ase based test results.There are many tehniques for onverting use ases into test ases. In our opinionthe extended use ase test pattern provides the most straightforward method foranalysing and adding details to use ases for test ase generation. Even though theuse ases would not be formally modelled, extended use ases an be applied. Inaddition, the extended use ase ould be used as a tool in requirements analysis formapping the requirements and their details.There are however aspets in requirements engineering that use ases provide noanswer to. Use ases do not for example enhane the touh-and-feel experiene ofthe ustomer in the requirements engineering phase. Neither an use ases be usedto speify all types of requirements, but have to be used in ombination with othertehniques. Additionally, use ases are not suitable for all projets, but work bestwhen designing interative systems.The use ases tehnique as suh is well explored and formulated. The biggest hal-lenge remains with the requirements engineers applying the tehnique. Unless oneis trained to avoid the typial use ase pitfalls, use ases may turn out to be notso advantageous as one would expet them to be. The usefulness of the use asetehnique is very muh dependent on the abilities of the person applying it.
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